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Technical Overview  
The medium (~rthe film wzil, 1 think, velY quickly hecome all digital. 

- George Lucas1 

Introduction 

COlnputers have been in use in the production of feature films ever since the 1977 release of Star 
vVars. Beginning with motion control technology, computers and computer software have invaded every 
aspect of the film process, from the word processor used by a screenwriter to the sophisticated image 
manipulation software used in post-production. The following sections provide an overview of the 
primary applications of digital technology to the changing art and craft of making movies. 

Motion Control 

Pioneered by John Dykstra in 1975 for the production of Star r¥ars~ , computerized motion control 
technology allows for the movelnent of the CaInera to be controlled via a programmable cOlnputer. 
Exact camera moves, aperture changes, adjustments to focal length, etc. can be programmed into the 
system, and a precise series of movements can be repeated as many times as desired. Nlotion control is 
often used when two or more elements of a scene need to be filmed separately, to be later optically 
compo sited as elements of a single scene. If the camera is to move during the filming, it is essential that 
the movements be exactly the same for both elements, in order for the final composite to look correct. 
This precision is only possible with the help of a cOlnputer. 

As an example, suppose we want to have several TIE fighters zooming toward the Death Star, 
\vhiie the camera pans down and maybe tilts a little. Each TIE fighter has to be flown on wires and 
filmed separately, so that the wires that support each model can be optically removed, and also, perhaps, 
to simplify the puppeteering of the models. It is essential that the camera's panning and tilting be exactly 
the same for each model, otherwise one TIE fighter may appear to wobble or rotate with respect to the 
others. 

Another common application for motion control is in movies like The Parent Trap or Multiplicity, 
where one actor is assigned to play multiple parts. Before the advent of computerized motion control, 
the camera had to be "locked down" whenever this kind of shot was used. Using motion control 
technology allows the camera to move freely, which makes for a much more visually impressive 
expenence. 

Wire & Rig Removal 

When, for various dramatic reasons, a character is to be seen falling from a cliff, flying through the 
air, or floating above the ground, it is always important that the wires and supports that help to achieve 
these affects in the real world are not noticeable in the finished sequence. To understand the effect of 
cOlnputer technology on this particular aspect of movie-making, it is first necessary to understand the 
traditional optical teclu1iques used to achieve such an illusion. Let us suppose, as a hypothetical 
example, that we wanted to show Paul NfcCartney flying over a grassy field, as was done in his music 
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ilnpressive sets with little additional cost. An excellent example of the use of this technique can be 
found in The Truman Show, featured belo~. 

Digital "Cleansing~' 

SOlnetimes, vvhen set elements are dirty or discolored, it is cheaper to clean up the filmed images 
of them than to clean the actual elements. Particularly when the elements are large or are not owned by 
the filmlTIakers, digital technology provides an econOlTIical alternative to scouting for newer eleinents or 
building scale models. The two frames frOITI Contact, belowI , show how the Arecibo radar dish, which, 
though fully functional, appears worn and ragged, was digitally cleansed to give it a much Inore sleek 
and modem look. 

Before. . and after. 

The digital wand does its work. 


Shadowing and Lighting Effects 

Image manipulation programs such as Adobe Photoshop allow for easy alteration of subtle lighting 
and shadow effects. It is possible to simulate additional light sources within a frame, to selectively 
darken or brighten any area of an ilTIage, and lTIuch ITIOre. Often, when ilTIages shot under different 
lighting conditions must be COlTIposited into a final master image, some digital massaging helps the 
finished product look Inore believable. 

Morphing 

Webster's dictionary defines morphing as "a 
special-effects process used in film or video production in 
which persons or objects seem to change shape, form, etc. 
in a smoothly continuous series of images . . . " We have all 
doubtless seen the Exxon commercial where a tiger 
morphs into a sports car, or that razor one where the man's 
face changes into a cube. 

Morphing technology was first developed for George 
Lucas' 1988 film Willow, in which a tiger morphs into a 
sleeping woman!!.. The basic idea is to select a series of common points between the two images (say, the 

Computer-generated "water tentacle" from 

James Cameron's The Abyss  
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tip of the tiger's nose and the tip of the lady's), enter them into a morphing program, and allow the 

morphing program to perform a complex algorithm to generate the intermediary frames. 


Especially memorable uses of morphing in the movies include those of two films from director 

James Cameron: The Abyss and Terminator 2. The screen shot above, from The Abyss, illustrates the 

ability of morphing technology to create exciting, original, and heretofore impossible characters. 


CG Elements 

Modern cOlnputer software allows objects such as planes, ships, and cars to be modeled as a 
polygon mesh, textured with individual pictures, and rendered into a photorealistic final image. What I 
have chosen to call CG (computer-generated) elements are computer-generated objects that maintain a 
fixed shape and do not move with respect to themselves. Thus, a flying airplane is a CG element, while 
a bounding Tyrannosaurus Rex is a CG creature. CG elements are, of course, the simpler of the two 
from a technological standpoint. 

An excellent example of a subtle, artistic use of CG elements was in Steven Spielberg's Empire of 
the Sun, \-vhere CG fighter planes were added to a shot of the Shanghai sky2. 

CG Creatures 

The "full motion" dinosaurs in Jurassic Park are one of the first and most memorable instances of 
computer-generated creatures. Unlike models, CG creatures exist onLy in cOlnputer memory, and are 
formed, like CG elements, from a polygon mesh. The added complexity of CG creatures is that, when 
they move, they must be animated in a life-like way. The Tyrannosaur must heave and lumber like the 
giant animal that it is, its weight must shift as it moves, and its skin lnust appear to stretch as its lnuscles 
expand and contract. All of this requires a great deal of programlning and simulation. Pioneered, like 
many digital effects techrlologies, by Industrial Light and ~v1agic, the techJlology used to generate CG 
creatures has since been applied to such fiLms as The Relic, Mighty Joe Young, An American TVerewolf 
in Paris, and Godzifla. 

1 source http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/newse/OlI3cuOl .htm 

2 Industrial Light and MagiC: Into the Digital Realm , p. 7 

3 Industrial Light and M agiC: Into the Digital Realm, p. 236 

" Industria! Light and ll1agie: Into the Digital Realm , p. 306 

5 Industrial Light and ivlagic: Into the Digital Realm , p. 136 

6 These LiTlages were dowrJoaded. and fe-posted with permission from: http://W\Vw.vfxhq.coml I998/trumanshow.html . 

7 These images were downloaded and re-posted with permission from: htID:/iwww.vfxhq.coml I997/contact.html. 

8 Industrial Light aJul lvlagic: Into the Digital Realm , p. 132 

9 Industrial Light and Magic: into the Digital Realm, p 145 
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E. T , the story of a young boy who finds solace from his parents' 
divorce in a supernatural friendship, deals with the ilnportance of 
hanging on to innocence in the face of a cynical, callous, and 
insensitive world. Eliot, the protagonist, has little joy in his life as the 
movie opens. He hangs around with his older brother's friends, who, a 
few years older than he is, seen1 to have passed some critical point 
where their behavior turned from sweet and modest, like Eliot's, to 
largely cOlnpetitive, threatening, extroverted, and obnoxious, though 
they are not \vithout their charm. It is this, combined \vith the lack of a 
strong father figure in his life, that Inakes Eliot's predicament especially pitiable. 

When E.T. shows up in the back yard, everything changes. Eliot, as a clrcumstance of his 
innocence, is the first one to find and befriend him, and in doing so quickly becOlnes the center of 
attention in his family. The very presence ofE.T. in his life is enough to tum around Eliot's social 
situation. But in addition to this, E.T.'s magical powers, which include telepathy and healing, represent a 
spiritual escape from the world Eliot has come to know. 

From this initial setup, the story develops beautifully as a conflict between Eliot's world of wonder, 
innocence, faith, compassion, and love and the grown-up world of power, order, science, and dissection. 
Eliot and his siblings must make use of all their wits to keep the alien safe, and in doing so they come to 
a profound new understanding of the latent potentials in each other and themselves. The fihn has been 
widely analyzed as a retelling of the Christ story, and insofar as the coming of Christ represents in the 
Christian ideology a revival of those same qualities I earlier attributed to Eliot, I think this interpretation 
is quite accurate. 

The turning point COlnes when it is discovered that E. T. is allergic to the Earth's atmosphere and is 
dying. He can not live in this world; they must get him home in order for him to survive. When E.T. 
improvises a radar dish out of spare parts in the family garage, the boys take him out into the woods to 
see ifhe can "phone home". This leads to the darkest sequence in the film, as E.T. becomes very sick, 
begins to lose the coloration in his skin, has trouble breathing, and falls ultimately into the hands of 
government scientists who are interested, should he fail to survive, in using him as a potential research 
subject. These scenes are played out with great drama and sadness, to the point where E. T.'s heartbeat 
flatlines and, from a purely medical standpoint, it appears that he is certainly dead. 

It is at this point that Eliot, alone with E. T.'s corpse, expresses the void he feels in his life and the 
lack of feeling that will certainly, unchecked, lead him into much the same kind of adulthood that has 
been portrayed so far in the film. This is the critical point in his life, where he either loses faith in the 
goodness of the world around him or holds onto it, and, with the help ofE.T.'s spirituality and the 
magical \,yords "I love you", he is able attain the latter path. The films finale is one of the most 
memorable in all of cinema, establishing firmly in the mind of anyone who watches it that, despite how 
dark things Inay seem, or how dead the world to us, there is the potential, as ifby Inagic, for great and 
inspiring things to enter into our lives and re-invigorate that all too oft forgotten childlike existence. 

Close Encounters 
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Another Steven Spielberg film, Close Encounters ofthe Third Kind deals 
with Inany of the saIne issues as E. T , though in a more lighthearted and 
comedic style. Richard Dreyfus plays Roy Neary, a line worker whose 
accidental encounter ~lith a U.F.O. possesses him with a strange and singular 
vision to in1part meaning to a certain inanimate, lumplike shape. The shape, it 
is gradually revealed, is that ofDevil's Tower in Wyoming, where the aliens are 
finally to land. 

Though Roy Neary is certainly less vulnerable than Eliot, he is no less 
susceptible to \vonder in the face of an alien encounter. From the moment of his 

first contact with theIn, he becolnes talkative and excitable, and, as he enlists the help of his increasingly 
skeptical and distraught family in his search for answers, he borders on a crackup. The essential 
question for him is not whether or not he will be able to find the aliens, or how they will be treated by 
human beings, but whether what he has experienced is real. Thus, in what Charles Derry has identified 
as an element common to many of Spielberg's films, "[A]n everyman protagonist has his conception of 
the world enlarged . .. as he comes face to face with some extraordinary and generally non-human 
antagonist ..."\ though the word antagonist may be Inisleading in this context. 

The personal issue at stake in all this is whether an adult, accustomed to the hUlndrum world of his 
job and the challenging, but ordinary world of his family can come to terms with a supernormal 
experience without being afraid and without losing his own sanity. Overcoming fear, and searching to 
validate one's beliefs are the central thelnes of this film. 

Pulp Fiction 

Quentin Tarantino's intriguingly winding narrative explores, as the 
screenplay's title page suggests, "three stories ... about one story."~ The 
three stories are, presumably, those of a bank-robbing couple that go 
straight, a boxer who gets in over his head after failing to throw a fight, 
and, as the Inain plotline, a couple of savvy hit men who, after a 
traulnatic near-death experience, decide to go their separate ways. 

In the beginning, we meet Jules and Vincent, two charming young 
fellows who ride in "[a]n old gas guzzling, dirty, white 1974 Chevy 

Nova";! and discuss minor cultural differences between Europe and AInerica, and are, as critic Roger 
Ebert notes, " ... as innocent in their way as Huck and JiIn, floating down the Mississippi and 
speculating on how foreigners can possibly understand each other. II'! After a brief digression on the 
ethics of foot massage, they knock on the door of an apartment to begin their real mission: the recovery 
of a briefcase, the Inysterious contents of which are never revealed in the film. 

They walk in on a trio of college kids, eating breakfast. "Whatcha having?" Jules asks them. 
"Hamburgers" comes the nervous reply. "Halnburgers! The cornerstone of any nutritious breakfast," 
Jules taunts. While the audience cannot help feel sympathy for these poor young men obviously in way 
over their heads, it is equally difficult to feel any particular antagonism toward Jules or Vincent, since 
they are the heroes, and are in their own way quite naive and charming. It is this kind of tension, fear, 
dark humor, and moral ambiguity that keeps anyone watching Pulp Fiction on the edge of their seat. 
This, in cOInbination with the movie's clever combination of profanity and violence with uncanny 
dialogue and wit give the film a kind of special, forbidden feel, which is no doubt the source of much of 
its popularity. 

The film builds on this setup, taking us through a nUlnber of hairy situations, as for example, when 
Vincent takes the big man's wife (his boss, Marsellus Wallace) out for the evening and accidentally 
allows her to overdose on heroin, or the subplot involving Butch, who, after almost getting revenge on 

>:.: 
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Marsellus Wallace, is captured and nearly sodolnized by a couple of hillbillies. In every case, the central 
characters, whether they are the perpetrators of violence or its victims, have an essential winningness 
and humanity about them which, despite their outrageous lifestyles, makes them easy to identify with. 
The feeling is one of basically good people trapped in really bad places, which taps into a human 
tendency to regard oneself as a good person stuck in a corrupt world, and adds considerably to the power 
of the story. 

The movie is sufficiently funny and entertaining that it would not 
have needed to make any kind of moral statement in order to be 
successful. It is in part this fact that n1akes the filn1's resolution so 
genuine. Returning, after some 100 minutes, to the early scene in the 
college kids' apartment, the film portrays in its last act events that occur 
chronologically after that interrogation, but chronologically before Inost 
of the action we have already watched. As Jules and Vincent recover from 
their shooting of Brett, the leader of the collegiates, a fourth college kid 
comes out from the bathroom and blasts Jules and Vincent with a .357 Magnum. Miraculously, the 
bullets don't hit anyone, which provides the set up for the incredible resolution of this story. 

Jules thinks that what happens to them was "an act of God". Vincent is skeptical, but Jules stands 
firm. He figures, if God has gone to the trouble of giving him a break this good, he'd better find a nobler 
calling than the one he's been satisfied with so far. This conviction leads, ultimately, to Jules leaving 
behind the life he has known and setting out to "walk the Earth", until "God puts me where he wants 
me." This, combined with the fact that we have already seen the skeptical Vincent get killed earlier in 
the movie (remember, it ends in the middle), provides a powerful message of Inorality and redemption 
without, due in large part to the extrelnity of the violence and the comedy with which it is presented, a 
trace of sanctimoniousness or superficiality. 

In all of these stories, you will notice a common theme, which is of an "ordinary" life transfigured 
by a magical, or seemingly magical turn of events, into an vital and extraordinary one. This is a 
metaphor for real human experience. It is not the stutToffairy tales, nor is it merely "escapism", as some 
have labeled Spielberg's work in particula~, but a real and important lnessage based, no doubt, on 
powerful experiences in the fihnInakers' own lives. There are other stories following this Saine pattern, 
such as Contact, Empire ofthe Sun, The Abyss, and Free Willy and its sequels, and, though they vary in 
form and style, their conclusions are largely the same. Thus, whether you respond more readily to the 
sweet spectacle of Spielberg or the bone-crunching realism of Tarantino, you may get from one of these 
movies, or one like it, a renewed sense of wholeness, purpose, and desire to participate in the sorrows, 
joys, failures, and triumphs of your life. 

Family Values 

The various conflicts that are common among members of a family, as well as the different loves 
that exist as a part of the Freudian "family romance", have always served as a rich bed of inspiration for 
narrative artists. The potential trap of clinging to one's mother, the struggle to meet the expectations of 
the father while still developing one's own unique character, and the struggles of sibling rivalry are 
among the motifs of many literary and cinematic artworks, and in watching or reading these we are 
presented with a unique opportunity, as children, to learn profound life lessons from art. Though many 
films deal primarily with family problems, and most touch upon family issues in one way or another, 
there is a particular set of films which have garnered such an unusual amount of critical attention and 
popular appeal that I feel it is an adequate illustration of my ideas on this subject to focus on three films 
exclusively, namely, Francis Ford Coppola's and Mario Puzo's Godfather trilogy. 
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The Godfather Trilogy 

The first of the Godfather movies opens with a lnedium close-up of a man's 
face. Pleading, appealing, he makes his case to someone offscreen. He is vulnerable, 
weak, pitiful, ... a child. As the camera ever so slowly pans to the left, the back of 
Marlon Brando's head comes gradually into frame. He is calm, impassive, not cold, 
but not easily moved. He is in control of the situation, knowing, wise. This is the 
classic father figure. 

Marlon Brando's portrayal of Don CorIeone in this movie has provided us with 
unforgettable images of a dark, powerful, yet honorable and dependable father 
figure, who, despite his involvement in crime, is admirable, and a role model frOln 
which many lessons can be learned. The entire plot of The Godfather and its two 
sequels revolves around father-son relationships, in the first installtnent between 

Marlon Brando as Don Corleone and his sons, Michael, Sonny, Fredo, and the adopted Tom Hagen, 
Vito Corleone and in subsequent chapters between Michael Corleone and his children and 

nephews. The stories deal with ideas of duty, respect, and, as mentioned earlier, the struggle of sons to 
develop independently of authority figures. 

Michael CorIeone, returning heroically from service in World War II, does not want to beCOl1le his 
father. He is to be married to a beautiful young wife (Kay Adams, played by Diane Keaton), he has 
earned the respect of society through his courage, he has a bright future outside of crilne, he has gone to 
college, and furthermore, his father respects and understands this. There is no reason for him to see 
himself in any other role. An events unfold, however, he will undergo a gradual transformation, the end 
result of which is to create a mass murderer, who, unlike his father, is hateful of life and hated by his 
wife, feared by his family, and does not deserve our adlniration, but rather our pity. 

The first step in this tragic journey is an attack on Don CorIeone, by a rival crime family, which 
results in the Don's near death and subsequent hospitalization. The CorIeone family has been weakened, 
and, somewhat 1 ike Hanllet, Michael must now step into a role for which he is not ready, and the weight 
of which will inevitably crush him. This is not, of course, apparent at the outset. Lying in his hospital 
bed, supported by an LV., Don CorIeone is weak and in need of protection from rival crime faInilies 
who will kill hiln otherwise. Michael is forced by circumstance to provide some of this protection, 
standing watch outside the hospital and pretending, with another nervous visitor, to be armed. As he 
coaches and eases the fears of his partner, it looks as ifhe has lnatured and actually gained SOlne 
strength from his father's injury. When later confronted, however, by an overzealous police officer 
(McCluskey), Michael is punched in the jaw, which leaves him bitter and dark. This single injury, which 
to his brothers seems minor and even humorous, comes at a point in Michael's life \vhere his entire view 
of the world is shifted by this one blow, fronl an accomnlodating place where, though rivals exist, the 
system is predominantly just and stable, to a corrupt and unfair structure of authority, which, ifhe is to 
maintain his duty to his family, he lnust oppose with power and violence. This feeling leads ultimately 
to Michael's murder of McCluskey, after which point his fate is sealed. 

Through the relnainder of the filnl, Michael will participate in and initiate a series of increasingly 
violent events. Anyone who crosses him, or who acts without the best interest of him and his falnily in 
mind, is a candidate for swift elimination. This is not the way his father operated, but it becomes, 
especially in the second installment of the trilogy, the way he operates. Even Don Corleone himself 
expresses regret at the choice of lifestyle his son adopts, telling him 

I never wanted thisfor you. I work my whole life, I don't apologize, to take care ofmy family. 
And I refused - to be a fool - dancing on the string, held by all those - bigshots. I don't 
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The story of a returning Korean War "hero"'s struggle with 
brainwashing and thought control, The Manchurian Candidate, released 
in 1962, represents a remarkably timely and insightful look into the 
evils of McCarthyism. The main character, Raymond Shaw, is the son 
of a controlling mother (played by Angela Lansbury) and a bumbling 
McCarthy-like father, senator Johnny Iselin. When fighting in Korea, he 
and his platoon are captured by Chinese and Russian Communists, and 
brainwashed to act as assassins when they return to their home country. 
Though this seems like a setup for a scared, narrow-minded, 
propagandist, anti-COn1lTIunist film, it develops through a series of 
remarkable twists into one of the most objective pictures of the forces 
involved in the red scare that has ever been captured on film. 

There are clues early in the film that there may be more to its 
ideology than meets the eye. In the first brainwashing scene, a Chinese 
senior military officer infonTIs the numerous officers in attendance at 
his demonstration that the subjects, the members of Shaw's platoon, 
have been put into a trance and led to believe they are attending a 
meeting of a women's gardening club. The scene alternates between the soldiers' perception of events 
and the events themselves, suddenly replacing stem military figures with old women fanning 
themselves, and clinical descriptions of hypnosis with nasal digressions on various properties of obscure 
plants and vegetables. Watching this with thirty years' perspective, it is quite funny, and one gets the 
feeling that, even to an audience still faced with a very real COlTIlTIUnist threat, this movie must have 
seemed not to take itself quite seriously enough to be a propaganda film. 

As the plot develops, we are introduced to Ray's parents: his power-hungry mother and subservient 
father, whose efforts to get elected President rest largely on his ability to accuse other members of 
Congress and the Department of Defense of being "card-carrying members of the Communist party". 
After making one such bold speech in front of the television cameras, he is questioned by reporters as he 
leaves the building. "How n1any Communists did you say?" "174", he quickly replies. Another reporter 
asks, "how lTIany?" "Uh, 211," he answers, then, to another, "89". In a later conversation with his wife, 
Senator Iselin will complain "Can't we just decide on one number, babe? The guys are starting to rag me 
about it", when comes Mrs. Iselin's coolly calculated response: " . .. are they asking ifthere are any 
Communists in the Department of Defense? No! They're asking how many!" 

The development of Iselin's election campaign is juxtaposed with the increasingly effective 
attempts of the Communists to tum Raymond into an assassin. Now that he is back in America, they 
must make sure that the psychological "linkages" still function correctly. Then, and only then, can he be 
turned over to his "American operator", who will program him to perform the final job, the nature of 
which we are not told. The enduring nloment of this filn1 con1es \vhen the American operator is revealed 
to be none other than Mrs. Iselin herself. The McCarthyists are in fact in league with the Communists, 
in an attempt to assassinate Iselin's rival, a decent, honest man with more traditional American values. 
McCarthyism, the reaction of a hysterical American public to a misunderstood threat from abroad, is 
thus shown to be of the same evil that its purpose was, presumably, to extinguish. The presentation of 
this idea is tremendous in the film, and it stands out in my mind as one of the most introspective and 
lucid social dramas I have ever seen. It is as if the piece had been directed by someone looking back at 
these events with 200 years' hindsight. Incredible. 

Easy Rider 

Though it lacks some of the sYIYlbolic and narrative precision of the previous film, Easy Rider is no 
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less a powerful social statement. Starting off with no sound, the opening segues into "Born to be Wild" 
as Peter Fonda and Dennis Hopper cruise down the road. The two of them represent the best of the 
liberated sixties generation, with their easy manners, relaxed codes of ethics, and silnple sense of 
respect for each and every member of society as a unique individual. This set of ideals is built up in 
opposition, not so much to the establishment as a whole, as to its more conservative and violent 
elements, represented by rednecks. When Wyatt (Peter Fonda), Billy (Dennis Hopper), and George (Jack 
Nicholson) walk into a cafe, they are taunted by rednecks, mainly because they have long hair. As 
George is later to explain, the hippies represent a kind of freedom with which the rednecks are 
uncomfortable. 

Though the film takes us through a number of fairly free 
environments, including the open road, a hippie commune, a 
carnival, and Mardi Gras, we are always left with the feeling that 
this freedom is transitory, that something will intervene to keep it 
from staying real. That intervention comes once and for all in the 
film's startling conclusion, as Wyatt and Billy, riding on their 
motorcycles, are shot one by one by a couple of rednecks in a 

pickup. 
Though the narrative may seem simplistic, it has to do with important issues of individual freedom. 

Though the hippie movement was often seen as self-indulgent, there were at least some aspects of it that 
were true and noble, and it is these that Easy Rider brings out. The film seems to say that these aspects 
of the movement were being drowned out and repressed by ignorance and fear, and so represents to me 
a powerful social statement made during a very turbulent time. 

The Ultimate Mystery 

The final realm of concern for artistic motion pictures is what I like to call lithe ultimate mystery". 
Every now and then a film comes along with the confidence to tackle the truly big questions. What 
happens to us when we die? Is there a God? What is the ultimate destiny of mankind? Such films might 
properly be called metaphysical, though that is really only one aspect of a much broader whole. Two 
films in particular stand out in n1y mind as being especially profound and philosophical: Stanley 
Kubrick's monumental 200 I: A Space Odyssey, and Ingmar Bergman's classic The Seventh Seal. 

Though I do not know enough about the Bergman film to give it a serious critical analysis, it is 
clear to me from a single viewing that the film poses deep questions about death and God. Critic Roger 
Ebert has identified the central issue of the film, as in many ofBergman's works, as "the absence of 
God".z Indeed, though Death is presented in the film as a supernatural figure, there is no such 
representation of anything else. This is the work of a director trying to come to terms, via his young 
knight hero, with a seemingly soulless world, which, like that of medieval Europe in the time of the 
black plague, often seems far more dead than alive. The unforgettable recurring image of the knight 
playing chess against Death himself is a microcosm of the filn1 as a whole, where the hero makes moves 
-- actions, thoughts, decisions -- but to no purpose, and with little chance of victory. 

2001: A Space Odyssey 
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Stanley Kubrick's 1968 masterpiece represents perhaps the most 
startling combination in the history of cinelna of stark, unerring technical 
realisIn, Inind-blowing visual effects, and serious, deep philosophical 
narrative. Opening with "The Dawn of Man", the film takes us on a 

~---~~ metaphysical journey through space and time, the end point of which is to 
The Dawn of Man 

be symbolic of nothing less than the ultimate destiny of mankind. 
The film's first act consists of the interactions of a group of almost human apes with an unforgiving 

natural environment. Far from any romantic notions of a pre-societal utopia, the apes' world is depicted 
as barren, stagnant, and inescapable. When a mysterious black rectangle, later identified as a monolith, 
appears on the ground, its smooth, highly ordered shape is the first sign of a capability that will forever 
change life on Earth: intelligence. This, the film tells us, is the dividing line between human and animal. 
For, apparently inspired by the monolith, a lone ape, identified in the novelization as Moonwatcher, 
discovers the potential ability of a dried-up bone as a club, and thus, with the creation of the first 
weapon, brings about the dawn of mankind. In what has been called "the longest flash-forward in the 
history of cinema"~, the hurled bone dissolves into an ilnage of another weapon: an orbiting nuclear 
device created as part of the ongoing cold ,var between the United States and Soviet Union. Though four 
million years have passed, little, it seeIns, has changed. 

It is in the second act of the movie that Kubrick develops his darker themes of humanity vs. 
technology. For, whereas in the first act, with the innocent apes as helpless victilns of their environment, 
the scene is set for something startling and wonderful to happen, the subject of the story is now the 
animal of all too little innocence, man, and the probleIn: man's power to use his intelligence to 
transfonn the natural world into weapons of great danger and destruction, potentially bringing about his 
own downfall. Even the construction of human-like, seemingly perfect cOInputers provides no escape, as 
the ill-destined technological savior, HAL 9000, quickly proves. With its long, silent shots of 
Inechanical space action by seemingly unfeeling human beings, 2001 creates an atmosphere ultimately 
not unlike that of its first act. It is an atmosphere from which the viewer hopes to be released, though 
this time, the atmosphere is that, not of some long-forgotten precondition to our own evolution, but of 
the viewer's own society. 

It is with this setup that the film leads us into its ultimate and incredible final act. Traveling 
through a mind-bending series of planes, curves, trapezoids, and other arrangements, the main character, 
Dave Bowman, ends up in what looks to be a hotel suite. He there undergoes a series of transformations: 
from a thirtyish man in a space suit, to a middle-aged man in a robe, to an old man lying on a bed. It is 
then that the breakthrough comes. For, standing ominously at the foot of the bed is none other than the 
mysterious black monolith, the portal, as it were, to a greater stage in evolution. As the old man extends 
his finger feebly to the monolith, he is transformed into a strange, bluish, glowing fetus. Then, as the 
camera tracks into the monolith, we find ourselves in space. As "Also Sprach Zarathustra" makes the 
blood run cold in our veins, the camera pans from the moon, gradually down over the Earth, and finally 
to the left, revealing the same fetus, now blown up to planetary proportions. 

What does it mean? Certainly the fetus, or Star Child, 
as it is termed in the novelization, possesses qualities of 
innocence and wonder, combined with some kind of 
cosmic wisdom which one can only begin to comprehend. 
Is it the next stage in the evolution of man? Is it a 
psychological state that individual humans can achieve? 
An abstraction of some profound social or cultural 

The Star Child development yet to come? Or, perhaps, a combination of 
all these things? 
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All Four Realms 

Though the films that have been analyzed so far certainly do not lie strictly within the "realms" I 
have assigned them, each film has certain dominant themes or motifs which make for easy classification 
of this nature. There are some films, however, \vhich are bold enough to take on most or all of these 
realms at once. They are what I have chosen to call "mythic" films, in that they attempt to provide a kind 
of all-encon1passing vision of one's self, family, society, universe, and the various interactions that take 
place between them. 

1 St. James Film Director's Encyclopedia, p 483 

2 The Pulp Fiction screenplay, title page 
3 

Pulp Fiction screenplay, p. 7 

4 source Roger Ebert's Pulp Fiction reVlew, http://wv.rw.suntimes.com/ebertJebert reviews/ 1994/10/945592.html 

5 See, for example, the prologue of Hol~vwood Films of the Seventies 

6 The Godfather screenplay, p. 98 

7 source Roger Ebert's review of The Seventh Seal, http://www.suntimes.comIebertJold movies/seventh seal. html 

8 See Roger Ebert's review of 2001: A Space Odyssey, http://www.suntirnes.com/ebertlold movies/space odyssey.html 
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Movies as Myth  
[Movies] might be our counterpart to mythical re-enactments ... what is unfortunate for us is 
that a lot ofthe people who write these stories do not have the sense oftheir responsibility. 
These stories are making and breaking lives. But the movies are made simply to make money. 
The kind ofresponsibility that goes into a priesthood with a ritual is not there. That is one of 
the problems oftoday. 

- Joseph Campbell, The Power ofMythl 

There is an interpretation of movies which seems to me virtually 
untouched by academic film criticism, which is the idea of regarding them 
not silnply as an intellectual exposition of one set of ideas or another, be it 
an experiment with existentialist Inotifs, a thoughtful overview of Marxist 
ideology, or an interesting variation on the ideas of Freud or Jung, nor 
merely in their social/historical context as, say, a bold step for the feminist 
movelnent, a satire on political correctness, or a lnoral sermon against the 
evils of the Vietnam War, but as a kind of deep religious experience, 
whereby actual lives can be directed and transfonned. 

Perhaps part of the reason for this absence is that the rapture one feels 
on occasion in the theater, watching certain movies, and without which the 
art would be deprived of a great deal of its "magic", is difficult to justify or 
convey. Who can put into words the experience of first seeing Luke 
Skywalker disable his targeting computer in the climactic Death Star battle, 
the joy when Eliot's bike lifts off in E. T, the nobility of Humphrey Bogart's 
decision at the end of Casablanca, the awe inspired by "Also sprach 
Zarathustra" in 2001, or the sense of hUlnan progress when Jules and 
Vincent leave the restaurant at the end of Pulp Fiction? Though it is the ostensible purpose of film 
criticism to objectify some of these emotions, it is essential that in doing so the issues involved are not 
reduced to nlere semantics, i.e. that what I have chosen to call the nlythic dimension of movies is 
recognized and preserved. 

It has been said that writing about music is somewhat akin to dancing about architecture2
-. A similar 

argument could, of course, be made for writing about film. In an attempt to avoid a reduction of the 
magnificence of cinema to the banalities of prose, I have chosen to present my ideas, again, in terms of 
actual examples of the movies that most clearly illustrate them. Though there is an inherent loss of 
generality in this approach, I feel that if I am able to convey a mere hint of the excitement, wonder, and 
sense of purpose I have felt in watching these films, it will justify my attention to this mythic dimension 
as an indispensable part of the cinematic experience. I begin and end, then, with what is probably the 
best example in the history ofnl0tion pictures of truly "mythic" filmlnaking: George Lucas' Star Wars 
Trilogy. 

The Star Wars Trilogy 

Joseph Campbell once said that "Star Wars is not a simple morality play. It has to do with the 
powers of life as they are either fulfilled or broken and suppressed through the action of man. rrJ Drawing 
on such diverse influences as Arthurian legend and Japanese martial arts, the Star Wars trilogy, with its 

Joseph Campbell, 
American mythologist 

1904-1987 
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brave young hero (Luke Skywalker), wise mentor (Obi-Wan Kenobi), beautiful (but se1f-willed) princess 
Leia, rugged individualistic Han Solo, strict imperial figurehead (Grand MoffTarkin), dark, machinated 
father figure (Darth Vader), greedy monsters (Jabba et al), animal presence (Chewbacca), and id-ego 
comic duo (R2D2 and C3PO), presents indeed a vivid tapestry of the various powers and potentials that 
inhabit human life. 

Opening with the now famous fairy tale prealnble ("A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away .. 
. fj, the first chapter in this saga (or, rather, the fourth, if you read the opening title card), presents the 
initiation of the naive young Luke Skywalker into a world of conflict and adventure. Starting out a 
humble farm boy, Luke will be initiated into the venerable Jedi knighthood, a sacred order combining 
the best qualities of a medieval knight, Japanese samurai, Indian yogi, and Chinese sage. The Jedis, we 
discover, were once great in number, but, with the dissolution of the Old Republic and the swift rise of 
The Empire, they have been hunted down to all but extinction. This element of the backstory is 
important, as it is evocative not only of Hitler's rise in Germany, but of Caesar in Rome and conditions 
in Alnerican culture surrounding the Vietnam War. Perhaps most importantly, the Jedi is a spiritual 
warrior, so that his fading from the world is connotive of the loss of spirituality that the West has 
undergone in the past several hundred years. All of these evocations affect the viewer on a subconscious 
level. Through set decorations, props, clothing, manners of speaking, and other subtleties, Lucas is able 
to imply a rich background of meaning in what might otherwise bea simple story. Darth Vader, for 
exanlple, with his mechanical suit and breathing mask, creates the impression of a man whose hUlnanity 
has been subserviated to "the machine", i.e. the system, or the Elnpire which he serves. It is this conflict, 
between the spiritual, vital, self-actuated Jedi and the broken, tormented, repressive Empire, that is to 
form the basis of the stories in all three films, aptly representing the potentials for fulfillment or 
repression that Joseph Campbell identified as the movies' central theme. 

In a chance meeting with Obi-Wan Kenobi, Luke first refuses the "call to adventure", as this 
meeting represents in mythological terms. While he hates the Empire and identifies strongly with the 
Rebellion that struggles to fight it, he is preoccupied with his home responsibilities and career, and does 
not want to get involved. Besides, what can he do? In answer to this, Ben awards Luke with a gift: his 
father's lightsaber, a brilliant glowing sword, the weapon of choice for a Jedi. It is important to note that 
Luke's father has died when he was very young, which absence is part of the lack of direction or sense of 
purpose in Luke's life. With this gift, strong feelings are re-awakened in him. He wants to learn more, so 
Obi-Wan tells him of the Force, "an energy field that surrounds all living things ... it binds the galaxy 
together". Though Luke is intrigued, it will take a traumatic event to catalyze his resolve: when Luke 
returns home that day, he finds that his foster parents have been murdered by the Empire. 

Thus begins the grand adventure. Luke, with the help of his new mercenary friend Han Solo, and, 
of course, accompanied by Obi-Wan Kenobi, sets out to travel to the planet of Alderaan, where an 
important message is to be delivered that will aid the rebels in their destruction of the Empire's ultilnate 
weapon: the Death Star, a space station the size of a smallinoon with the power to destroy an entire 
planet. But the Death Star, we find, as already begun its work, and Alderaan is destroyed. As our three 
heroes near the planet, they find only debris. The Death Star, however, is still nearby, and, in an 
inevitable twist of fate, the heroes' ship is sucked inside the weapon, and the heroes nearly captured. 

This segtnent of the adventure is known in lnythological terms as "the belly of the whale", a term 
derived frOln the biblical story of Jonah and the whale, and represents a kind of second wornb, from 
which the hero is either reborn a powerful new man, or like Darth Vader, crushed and subserviated. The 
heroes separate at this point, Obi-Wan going off to find and engage Darth Vader, while Luke and Han 
summon all their wits to attempt the rescue of Princess Leia. Though the duo is successful, Obi-Wan 
must ultimately sacrifice himself at the hand ofDarth Vader, and the three of them, Luke, Han, and 
Leia, are forced to go on alone. 

At rebel headquarters, the Death Star plans (which Obi-Wan sought to deliver to Alderaan) are 
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analyzed, and a strategy for attack is formed. This leads to the filn1's climactic finale, where the rebels, 
in small manned fighter craft, battle the behemoth Death Star. Luke is by now a selfless character, and 
quickly volunteers for the fight. Han Solo, however, is still the mercenary, and flies off to parts 
unknown to spend his reward (for saving Princess Leia). 

The attack upon the Death Star is a difficult military maneuver. Flying through a narrow trench, the 
pilots must target a small, two-n1eter opening from a great distance, and hit their n1arks exactly to 
initiate a chain reaction which will cause the battle station to blow itself up. The first attempt is 
unsuccessful. In a series of aerial dogfights, other rebel pilots are eliminated so that, as if by the hand of 
fate, Luke is called upon to enact the final trench run. This is the critical moment, where the battle is 
either won or lost. It is the story's ultimate test of the hero's character. As Luke nears the point of fire, 
locking onto a thermal exhaust port with his targeting computer, several crucial story elen1ents come 
together at once. 

First, Darth Vader has joined the action as a pilot and 
is in close pursuit of Luke's fighter. Second, Han Solo, 
inspired perhaps by Luke's courage and Leia's beauty, has 
had a change of heart, third, Obi-Wan, though dead, has 
retained his spiritual presence as a ghost, and finally, the 
Death Star, maneuvering around the planet Yavin, is 
moving within firing range of the rebel's home base. As 
Luke nears the target, his computer counts down the 
distance relnaining before he can fire. At the SaIne time, 

Luke Skywalker makes the critical decision to "use the force" 
in his attack on the Death Star. 

Darth Vader is gaining, and the Death Star is getting closer to its firing position, creating an exciting 
three-way time lock. As Darth Vader is about to incinerate young Luke, Han Solo bursts out of 
hyperspace, fires on Vader's ship, and deflects him out of the way, just as Luke's computer locks on. A 
string crescendo prepares us for the moment of victory, then stops. "Use the Force, Luke," comes 
Obi-Wan's ethereal voice. "Let go." Switching off his targeting computer, Luke aims with his instincts 
(or his spirit?), destroys the Death Star, and saves the day. 

Luke's decision to use the force rather than his computer is critical to the message of the film. For, 
put upon by the pressures of the n10ment, Luke must still be loyal to his feelings and instincts, lest, like 
Vader, he become a slave to technology and to society. Yet instinct or feeling are really too narrow 
terms. For the force represents a kind of all-embracing spirituality, a basically Eastern idea given in the 
Star Wars films a humanistic, Western inflection, whereby men can be loyal both to the dictates of 
reason and to the depths of their innermost being. 

The next chapter in this saga, The Empire Strikes Back, develops again the themes of humanity vs. 
the machine. Though there is no Death Star, the Empire is still alive and well, and, after the death of 
Grand Moff Tarkin in the Death Star explosion, Darth Vader has risen to even greater power. 

We meet our heroes, Luke, Han, and Leia, on the forbidding ice planet of Hoth, the site of the 
second rebel home base. Voyaging out into the snow, Luke is attacked by a monster, knocked 
unconscious, and dragged to the beasts' cave to be eaten. This is a classic element in mythology. 
Constituting the prilnary motif in early, primitive myths, the struggle against lnonsters represents the 
struggle of humanity against primal, irrational forces that would seek to destroy our world. In such 
refined stories as Star Wars however, it is only a passing obstacle. Luke quickly incapacitates his foe, 
leading hilTI, after successful initiation, onto greater adventure. The ghostly personage of Obi-Wan 
Kenobi instructs Luke that he must travel to the Dagobah system, where he is to meet the sagely Y oda, 
the Jedi master who instructed Obi-Wan. 

The character of Y oda deserves special attention at this point. His wide eyes, short stature, and 
aged posture give him the look of an Oriental guru, and his Zen-like aphorisms reinforce this idea. Yoda 
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is a spiritual leader, a wise old character who has long since passed beyond the realm of action, and now 
concerns himself chiefly with the instruction of the young. Though Luke's potential is at first questioned, 
Yoda is ultimately to find him an apt pupil. 

Steeped in the wisdom of the force, Luke is faced with his first trial at Dagobah: a journey into a 
cave. The cave, we soon learn, is a synlbolic representation of Luke's own nlind. "What's in there?" Luke 
asks. Yoda answers, "Only what you take with you." In entering the cave, Luke is to encounter his worst 
fear: an apparition ofDarth Vader, with whom he engages in a brieflightsaber duel. Luke cuts off the 
head of his enemy, but when the Vader's mask is removed, the face behind it is Luke's. The message is 
clear: the potential for Darth Vader is within Luke himself; it is an enemy he must fight not only 
externally, in the world, but within the depths of his own psyche. 

This revelation sets up one of the most shocking 
moments in the trilogy. When, through various turns of 
events, Luke becomes engaged in a climactic lightsaber 
duel with Darth Vader, the battle becoines spiritual as well 
as physical. Darth Vader tempts Luke to "give in to his 
anger", telling him that it is "his destiny", and that "Your 
future lies with me, Skywalker. Obi-Wan knew this to be 

J am your father. 
Darth Vader's revelation is perhaps the most true." As the battle progresses, the two warriors make their 

shocking moment in the tnlogy way onto a catwalk, which spans the depths of a seemingly 
bottomless reactor shaft. It is then that Vader gains the upper hand, forcing Luke to the ground and 
again, tempting him to submit. When Luke refuses, Vader cuts off his hand. In great pain and trauma, 
Luke continues to resist. "Luke," Vader baits him, "you do not yet realize your importance. You have 
only begun to discover your power. Join me, and I will complete your training. With our combined 
strength, we can end this destructive conflict and bring order to the galaxy." "Never!", Luke retorts. A 
Jedi does not respond to such obvious appeals to his ego. Vader then plays his final card. "Luke," he 
ominously begins, "Obi-Wan never told you what happened to your father." "He told me enough. He told 
me you killed him." "No," Vader responds, "1 am your father. " 

Thus ends The Empire Strikes Back. Luke, reduced to a childlike state of fear and weakness, 
commits near suicide jumping into the reactor shaft, and it is only through the vigilance of his friends 
that he is able to come out alive. The new burden that has been placed upon him, that of Vader's 
fatherhood, will become the driving force in the mighty psychological conflict that is to unfold in the 
trilogy's dramatic final chapter. 

In Return a/the Jedi, the father-son conflict between Luke and Darth Vader reaches its utmost 
intensity. After a brief preliminary adventure involving the demise of Jabba the Hutt, Luke returns to 
Dagobah to discover, through Yoda, whether what Vader told him is true. Yoda admits that it is, and 
warns Luke of the powers of the dark side of the force, the powers of the Emperor. Yoda, old and 
feeble, is on his death bed, and refuses to train Luke. "But I've come back to complete the training," 
Luke protests. "No more training do you require," COines the master's response. Again, the message is 
clear. Through his dramatic conflicts with Vader at the end of The Empire Strikes Back, Luke has 
learned on his own what Yoda would otherwise have taught him. Now, as Yoda passes away, Luke and 
his fellow heroes must take their destiny into their own hands, in what is to be their final mission: an 
attack on a new and even more imposing Death Star. 

The new Death Star, we learn, is protected by an energy field generated on a nearby moon called 
Endor. While Han and Leia travel to Endor to disable the shield, Luke turns himself over to the Empire 
in an attempt to confront his father and "tum him back ... to the good side". Luke is taken prisoner and 
brought to the Death Star, where he is to face the ultimate evil: the Emperor, a withered, sorcerer-like 
old man who controls the fate of the galaxy. Again, Luke is in the belly of the whale, only this time, he 
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is not there alone. For Darth Vader, impressed by Luke's maturity and touched by his son's compassion 
for him, begins to himself experience feelings of regret. 

The psychological battle now plays both ways. While Vader attempts to convince Luke that his 
journey to the dark side is inevitable, and plays upon his sympathies to his friends (whom, it is revealed, 
have by traveling to Endor walked into the Emperor's trap), Luke tells Vader there is still good in him, a 
difficult statement for even Vader to refute. The two of them duel, with lightsabers and words, until 
finally Vader is forced to the ground. 

It is at this point that an interesting triangle emerges. Like the resolution of Star Wars, that of 
Return ofthe Jedi involves the interplay of three characters, each representing a kind of life potential or 
force. The Emperor is pure evil. Darth Vader was once a charming young boy, who, overwhelmed by 
the pressures of his world, succumbed to the lure of power and the fear of disobedience, and is now a 
slave to the Emperor. Finally, there is Luke, who has been tempted by the same fruits as Vader but has 
refused to give in. With Vader on the ground and Luke towering behind him, the Emperor comes up 
from behind, and encourages Luke to finish him off "Good, good!" he cackles, "your hatred has made 
you powerful. Now, take your father's life, and his place at my side!" The invitation, as suggested by the 
writings ofFreud, is for Luke to use his Oedipal aggression toward his father to seize his father's power. 
But Luke is a spiritual and compassionate person, well versed in the wisdom of the Jedi, and refuses. 
This leads to perhaps the trilogy's most powerful scene. 

As the Emperor, enraged, casts lighting bolts into 
Luke's body, Darth Vader climbs wearily to his feet and 
assumes a supportive position behind his lnaster. Luke 
screams for lnercy, not of course, to the Emperor, who is 
incapable of it, but to his latent hUlnan father. "Father! 
Help me! Father, please!" Darth Vader regards this, as 
everything, through his dark mask, and it is only through 

Darth Vader's redemption 
camera movement, as Vader's face grows and fills the 
screen, that we are able to sense the turmoil within his mind. Then, when it seems Luke is about to be 
destroyed, Vader undergoes his transformation. Sumlnoning his former strength, he lifts the Emperor 
into the air, carries him to the edge of the catwalk, and hurls him to his death. 

The Star Wars trilogy thus operates on all four realms of hUlnan experience. Like the Godfather 
trilogy, it deals with the roles played by fathers and the conflicts that arise when their sons refuse to fill 
them. Unlike Michael Corleone, however, Luke is able not only to resist the temptation to become like 
his father, but to resist with such determination and nobility that the father, too, can be redeemed. With 
the spirituality of the force, the social setting of the Empire, and the themes of self-fulfiI hnent and 
growth, the Star Wars trilogy stands as the best example I know of powerful, mythic film. 

1 The Power a/Myth, p.102 
2 

The quote "Writing about music is like dancing about architecture" appears on various Internet humor li s ts, though the source is lli1knov.'11. See, for example, 

http://talon.colorado.edul-bennettalhumor/newllists .html. 

3 The Power a/Myth, p .179 
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The Role of Computers  
Introduction 

When I began this project, I had a list of some thirty movies, all of which had used computers in 
their production, which I felt would provide a thorough sampling of the various possibilities, good or 
bad, for the use of computers in making movies. I had the Star Wars trilogy in there, of course, as well 
as breakthrough effects films like The Abyss, Terminator 2, Jurassic Park, Forrest Gump, and Titanic, 
but I also had a number of movies that I knew had used cOlnputers in subtle and unobtrusive ways: the 
subtle coloring effects of Schindler's List, the set extensions of The Truman Show, the briefvideo 
manipulation sequence in Rising Sun, and the motion control used in the submarine segInents of The 
Hunt for Red October, to name a few. I had to add Toy Story, the first entirely CG film, and a handful of 
special-effects extravaganzas for good measure: The Mask, Independence Day, Godzilla, Small Soldiers, 
Jumanji, Dark City, Mission: Impossible, The Lost World: Jurassic Park, and Armageddon were all on 
the list. Finally, there were a number oflnovies which I felt had used computers in particularly 
innovative or unusual ways, such as the character animation in Babe, the fantastic "oil painting" imagery 
in What Dreams May Come, the "war-enhancement" of Braveheart and Saving Private Ryan, the space 
launch sequence ofApollo 13, the "machine", "ride", and powers often sequences in Contact, as well as 
the humorous changes of focus in Woody Allen's Deconstructing Harry. Anned with a huge set of 
examples of definite positive uses of conlputers, and a nlercifully small sampling of what were sure to 
be truly awful films (Armageddon, Independence Day), I was ready to begin my investigation. 

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly 

In watching these movies, I found, as expected, sonle applications of cOlnputers that added visual 
brilliance to an already compelling story and premise, and others in which the presence of computerized 
effects seemed to be the sole justification, in the minds of the producers, for the film's existence. 
Following the approach of my previous analyses, I will go through the fihns one at a time, commenting 
upon the artistic use (or lack thereof) of computers in their production. 

For ease of navigation, all movies reviewed are indexed here. Simply click on the appropriate title 
to jump to that review. 

The Abyss - Apollo 13 - Armageddon - Babe - Braveheart - Contact - Dark City - Deconstructing Harry 
Forrest Gump - Godzilla - The Hunt for Red October - Independence Day - Jumanji - Jurassic Park - The 


Lost World: Jurassic Park - The Mask - Mission: Impossible - Rising Sun - Saving Private Ryan 

Schindler's List - Small Soldiers - Star Wars: Special Edition - Starship Troopers - Terminator 2 

Titanic - Toy Story - The Truman Show - What Dreams May Come 


Also be sure to read the conclusions at the bottom of the page. 

The Abyss 
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The water tentacle featured in James Cameron's 1989 
breakthrough film was one of the first instances of a digital morph 
(see the morphing section of the technical overview). The character 
was mysterious and very compelling, and provided a sense of wonder, 
without which the film would have been just an underwater adventure 
story. Digital effects are what made this film melnorable, and it 

stands as one of the most creative and original applications of that technology. 


Return to Movie Index. 


Apollo 13 

The rocket lift-off sequence of this film, made possible by digital 
modeling of the shuttle and launch pad, is breathtaking. I recall reading in a 
review of the film that veteran astronauts, having watched the film , asked 
director Ron Howard where he got such great archival footage. This kind of 
subtlety, where the effects serve as the background to, rather than the focus 
of, a story is a great example of conscientious, artistic use of digital 
technology in film. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Armageddon 

Watching this movie, which critic Roger Ebert referred to as "a 
feature-length" set piece1

, I felt that cinema had reached a new low. No 
scene in this film lasts more than thirty seconds, and the plot, what little 
there is, is presented at preview pace. Special effects seem to be the sole 
justification for this movie, and, though they demonstrate technical 
proficiency, they are not in any way engaging, original, or artistic. It is hard 
for me to believe that this was the biggest blockbuster of the summer. mI••1 

Return to Movie Index. 

Babe 

I regret to inform the reader that, due to an oversight, I actually forgot to see this movie. I am 
familiar, however, with the effects in question, namely the animation of animal faces to create the 
appearance that they are talking. This is, as I understand it, an essential feature of both Babe, and its 
sequel, Babe: Pig in the City, and in light of the high marks given to both films by critics Roger Ebert 
and Gene Sisket I consider this an excellent application of cOlnputer technology to film. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Braveheart 

Like Saving Private Ryan (see below), Braveheart used computer technology to create the illusion 
of realistic war violence. Dozens of sword and dagger penetrations were added to the battle scenes 
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during post-production. The violence of these scenes helped establish the bravery and heroism of the 
film's protagonist, William Wallace. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Contact 

The use of computer effects in this film was truly amazing. The movie opens with a shot of the 
Earth, from space, with loud rock music blaring from the speakers. As the camera quickly pulls back 
through "virtual space", revealing the moon, Mars, Jupiter, and the glorious rings of Satun1, we hear 
radio clips from increasingly distant times: the moon landing, the Kennedy assassination, going back 
through history as we pull back through space (those familiar with radio waves will understand the 
reasoning behind this), finally, as the entire solar system begins to receed into a tiny point in the center 
of the screen, fading to silence. The camera continues to pull back, revealing many solar systems, 
flashing as tiny points of light, then, traveling through a disorienting field of gases, we find ourselves 
looking out upon the entire galaxy. The ZOOlTI-Out continues, moving again through gases, until we are 
looking upon a sea of galaxies. Finally, as the camera draws further back, the entire universe becomes a 
bright blur, which, as we move back further still, is revealed to be the highlight of the main character's 
eye. 

---', iii 
. ~ ." 

Stills from the opening ofContact.~ 

Other equally ilTIpressive sequences in this movie include a 200I-like "ride" at the end, and a 
nurrlber of daunting shots of a mysterious whirling alien machine. Watching this film, I shuddered to 
think what Stanley Kubrick could have done with the stargate sequence of 200I had digital technology 
been available to him. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Dark City 

This highly original noirish thriller featured stunning shots of a city whose geography is shaped by 
the minds of the people who run it. Through digital technology, the filmmakers were able to grow and 
shrink buildings in front of our eyes with a surprising degree of realism and believability. Roger Ebert 
listed this as his favorite film of 19982

, and, while I certainly do not think it deserves quite that much 
attention, it is very creative in its story, characters, lTIood, and especially its visual effects. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Deconstructing Harry 

There are only a few special-effects shots in this movie, though they are so funny that they deserve 
special attention. The joke involves a character who is "out offocus", literally. The part of the screen 
that his body occupies looks as if it was shot with a different camera. The scenes are played straight, 
with the character (played by Robin Williams) seriously discussing his condition with a doctor ("I've 
never seen that before. ") Though a similar effect could be achieved with optical technology using a 
rotoscope, it would not have been as convincing and would certainly have been more difficult. 
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Return to Movie Index. 

Forrest Gump 

A breakthrough visual-effects film, Forrest Gump features numerous sequences of doctored 
archival footage that make it seem as if the main character, played by Tom Hanks, is interacting with 
historical figures such as John F. Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, and John Lennon. Based on a novel, this 
film used cutting edge technology to bring to the screen a story that would otherwise be unfihnable. 

Additionally, there are some subtle shots involving the use of computers in which a character who 
has lost his legs, in reality played by the able-bodied Gary Sinese, interacts with his environment in such 
a convincing manner that reportedly, the actor's agent had trouble getting him walking roles after 
Forrest Gump's release. The use of computers allowed for greater flexibility in the casting of this 
character, who, without that technology, would have to have been played by a disabled person. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Godzilla 

Yet another film in which the presence of a CG creature seelns to negate, 
in the filmmakers' lninds, the need for any further creative thought. Apart 
from lacking any technical or social realism, the movie actually forgets the 
constraints of physical reality as it places its huge antagonist, a 300 foot 
Godzilla, within fifty-foot confined spaces. Since only the monster's eyes or 
face are visible, the viewer is presumably not supposed to wonder where the 
rest of the body went. Indeed, the monster seems to miraculously shrink or 

grow throughout the movie, depending on the needs of its half-cooked plot. 

Return to Movie Index. 

The Hunt for Red October 

Motion control tec1mology was used to create the tense submarine footage for this exciting 
underwater film. The submarine shots were essential to the narrative, and could not have been realized 
with the same degree of realism were it not for digital technology. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Independence Day 

Again, an excess of visual effects and lack of adequate plot and character development, combined 
with a lack of social realism, make this movie a chore to sit through for anyone above the elTIotional age 
of 12. The film presents a view of alien contact, which, next to those presented in such visionary films 
as Close Encounters and Contact, SeelTIS frightened and immature. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Jumanji 
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The use of digital technology in this film consisted of a nunlber of highly believable CG creatures 
which interact convincingly with a small town and suburban hOlne. Though I did not find the fihn 
personally appealing, there was nothing outrageously wrong with it and the special effects were worked 
cleverly into the story. 

Retunl to Movie Index 

Jurassic Park 

A breakthrough visual-effects fihn, Jurassic Park presented us with unforgettable images: a 
brontosaurus eating from a tree, apatosaurs moving gracefully through a lake, and, of course, a giant 
Tyrannosaurus rex chasing a jeep, eating a lawyer, and hunting smaller herd animals. Many critics 
complained about the movie's plot and character development, and not without reason. Though these 
were certainly above average, they lacked the originality and sense of wonder of earlier Spielberg 
pictures. 

Return to Movie Index. 

The Lost World: Jurassic Park 

Jurassic Park's sequel lacked the originality of the original film, and, though it contained some 
exciting lnoments, it was on the whole a disappointment. Ever since he has started making serious films 
like Schindler~5 List, Steven Spielberg's children's films have lacked a certain vision and authenticity. 

Return to Movie Index. 

The Mask 

Though I did not personally like this film, I must admit that, if the kind of humor presented appeals 
to you, this movie contains some of the best of it. Jim Carrey finds a mysterious mask that turns him into 
a superhero. In a number of stunning visual effects shots, Carrey is morphed into a cartoon-like dog, 
made to shoot bullets from his mouth, flattened, and lTIuch lTIOre. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Mission: Impossible 

An overall mediocre fihn, Mission: Impossible featured some eye-popping effects, such as when an 
old man peels off his face to reveal underneath the face of Tom Cruise. Again, story and characters 
seem to be short-changed in this movie. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Rising Sun 
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The use of computers in this film involved a sequence demonstrating 
how video images could be manipulated by swapping the heads of actors 
Shaun Connery and Wesley Snipes. Visually entertaining and hUlTIOrOUS, 
this sequence fit smoothly into the film's overall plot, and, rather than 
showcasing or glamorizing the technology involved, seemed to provide a 
warning against the dangers of image-manipulation technology when it falls 
into the wrong hands. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Saving Private Ryan 

The digital effects for this film fall into the category of "war enhancement", i.e. bullet hits, 
explosions, amputated limbs, and other effects that would be too dangerous or expensive to achieve 
using traditional stunt techniques. The film is, in my opinion, the best war movie ever Inade, and, 
though its brilliance lies primarily in the writing and in Steven Spielberg and Janusz Kaminski's brilliant 
camerawork, it would not have had the same gut-level emotional impact without the shocking realism of 
the combat scenes, made possible by computers. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Schindler's List 

The little red girl, which some people dislike but I thought was touching, was achieved through the 
use of computers. Additionally, there were sonle very subtle lighting effects, such as adding yellow hues 
to some of the candles in the film, which were also done with computers. Though both of these effects 
are possible with optical technology, they are easier to achieve with digital tools. I believe the 
availability of digital tools encouraged Steven Spielberg to consider such subtleties as these, and added 
some Ininor touches of depth and character to an already amazing film. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Small Soldiers 

Small Soldiers featured computer-generated toy soldiers that COlne to life. Though the prelnise 
seems to have potential, the movie does not do much with it. The writing is rather weak, and the 
character and plot development are careless. It is as if the producers felt the mere presence of 
computer-generated imagery would carry the film , which it certainly does not. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Star Wars Special Edition 
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After the myth section, you know I'm going to love 
this one. George Lucas has raved about the powers of 
digital technology, referring to the process as "very 
liberating""-. Indeed, Lucas was able to achieve a Inore 
accurate rendering of his original vision by 
incorporating modern digital effects into these films. 
Specifically, a number of sets were extended, allowing 
for sweeping views of Mos Eisley and Cloud City, as well as a number of "virtual cities" at the end of 
Return ofthe Jedi. Perhaps the most stunning effect in the special edition films was the addition of a 
new scene featuring a computer-generated Jabba the Hutt interacting with a vintage 1977 Han Solo! The 
scene had originally been shot, evidently, with a human Jabba stand-in but was never completed. Using 
advanced technical wizardry, Industrial Light and Magic was able to add a lifelike alien character to 
existing twenty-year-old footage. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Starship Troopers 

Watching this movie shortly after having seen Armageddon, I was amazed to see my conception of 
bad filnl conlpletely redefined. This nlovie is incredibly awful, the worst I have ever seen. The ideology 
behind it, more than just being braindead, is actually Fascist, even pro-Nazi. The cinematography is 
equal to that of a bad 1950s serial. Even the special effects, which, as part of the movie's 
60-1nillion-dollar budget, must have been quite expensive to produce, are shot against unconvincing 
background plates of unoriginal locations. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Terminator 2 

The liquid metal T-1000 featured in this film is, along with the water tentacle from The Abyss, one 
of the most compeling characters created using digital morphing. The T -1000's ability to change shape, 
to become other people, to recover from bullet hits, and to transfonn its limbs into stabbing weapons 
helped to create a tremendously original, threatening, and visually exciting villain for this James 
Cameron film. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Titanic 

Though my personal interest in this film is quite limited (I thought the dialogue was flat and the 
characters one-dimensional), it has garnered considerable critical approval and popular appeal, and I 
must adnlit the special effects are quite good. Numerous overhead shots of the boat as it sank into the 
water would not have been possible without the use of computers. Additionally, though a 9110 scale 
model of the ship was used for Inany key scenes, there were often computer-generated extras on the 
ship's deck or elsewhere in the scene. Many of the effects that one would expect to be generated by 
computers in this film are actually models, and many of the scenes that seem straightforward actually 
involve subtle digital manipulations of reality. The two blend smoothly, and, though the effects of the 
film were obviously a major draw at the box office, they work well with the story and are skillfully and 
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tastefully executed. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Toy Story 

The first entirely computer-generated film, 1995's Toy Story was a 
success. Though the human characters in the movie look blocky and 
unrealistic, the toy characters, who consume most of the screen tilne, are 
very convincing. The movie reportedly took several terrabytes to store on 
disk, and represents a bold step in the world of digital film. One thing that 
distinguishes this from other effects films, is that, although everything is 
computer generated, it still looks cartoonish and funny, rather than 
excessively smooth, detailed, or realistic, which would probably be less 

appropriate given the cOlnic nature of the plot. 

Return to Movie Index. 

The Truman Show 

As featured in the set extensions section of the technical overview, the digital sets used in this film 
created a subtle, but important effect, adding a sense of size and realism to the town of Seahaven. 

Return to Movie Index. 

What Dreams May Come 

Though I found the film to be excessively sentimental and somewhat shallow, I must admit the 
scenery was spectacular. Robin Williams plays a doctor who paints as a hobby, and, after a fatal car 
accident, finds himself in heaven. The heaven he goes to is shaped by his own mind and experience, and 
thus appears in some scenes as a kind of interactive oil painting. The painted world generated digitally 
for the film is quite spectacular, as are later sequences of upside-down cathedrals and the gates of hell. 

Return to Movie Index. 

Conclusions 

Though there is certainly the potential for both positive and negative uses of this technology, it is 
my belief that the negative uses are largely a passing fad. Though it is possible, through the use of 
dazzling visual effects, to hold people's attention without engaging their minds, viewers will eventually 
tire of this, and films whose sole appeal rests on their use of digital technology will no longer be 
successful. Previous fads, such as 3-D movies, have met a similar fate. 

On the positive side, digital technology presents filmmakers with unique opportunities to engage 
the human imagination. It is now possible, within the constraints of a reasonable budget, to take the 
viewer to times and places whose sets could never be constructed using traditional techniques. We can 
now portray the immensity of space, the beauty of ancient lands, or the cruelty of war with 
unprecedented realism and detail. 
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While the digital computer, like any tool, has a potential for good or evil, I maintain optimism that, 
as time goes on and the art Inatures, filmmakers will find increasingly brilliant, inspiring, and moving 
ways in which to make use of this technology. Certainly the highly anticipated new Star Wars trilogy 
will represent some kind of breakthrough, as will Stanley Kubrick's next science fiction film, AI. 

Another important point is that, as a viewer, you can pick and choose which movies you watch, so 
that if any of your favorite films are aided by computers, the technology has been of service to you, 
regardless of the number of bad movies it creates as a side effect. The only real downside, I suppose, 
would be if computer technology had a kind of insidious effect on the film market, promoting flashy 
effects pictures to the exclusion of more creative, artistic endeavors, but I see no evidence of this. 
Moreover, as George Lucas has noted, digital technology will ultimately make it easier for new and 
independent filmmakers to succeed, as the cost of making feature films is steadily reduced. 

In short, though it is impossible to tell what the future may bring, it is clear to me, having watched 
a great number of these films, that there is an mnazing potential in this technology. One can only hope 
that this potential will continue to be fulfilled. 

I source: http://\\,\\'W.suntimes.comloutputiansw-mani l Oeber.html 
2 

These images were downloaded and re-posted with permission from: http://vvww.vfx.hq.coml1997/contact.html. 
3 . 

source: http·llwv.'W.suntImes.com!outputieb-feature/27roge.html 

4 see Digital HollY»lood article, p .57 
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Given this data, the possibilities for analysis would be numerous. In addition to the average I 
mentioned above, I could calculate averages for budget, opening weekend revenue, foreign earnings, 
and more. I could calculate separate averages for different genres, and compare aIuong them to see 
which genres were being aided the most by the use of computers. I could obtain critical ratings, through 
Roger Ebert's site~ and Leonard Maltin's annual movie & video guide, and determine whether 
computer-aided films were more or less popular with the critics. I felt certain that, with all the data I 
would have available, SOlue meaningful conclusions could be drawn. 

http://www. imdb.com 

2 http://wwvv..vfxhq.com 

3 http ://www.suntimes.comlebert 

Procedures 
I. Gathering Data - The Preliminary List 

The first step toward drawing any meaningful conclusion about this subject was to compile a list of 
lTIovies that used conlputers in the production of their visual effects. By copying the titles in the 
VFX-HQ annual indices:\ I was able to get a list of about 150 movies. To this I added all titles in the 
"filmography" section of the ILM book?, bringing the total to around 200. I did not bother, at this point, 
to determine which of the movies used computers and which used traditional techniques; I would get to 
that later. 

II. Gathering Data - Tedium 

F or a period of approximately six hours, I found myself struggling to maintain consciousness, 
listening to Abbey Roacf, and typing name after name into the IMDB search engine. I would type in a 
title, get a page back, click on the "Business Information" link, and copy down the figures for budget, 
opening weekend revenue (dOlnestic), and domestic and non-domestic gross. About three quarters of the 
way through, I realized it would be potentially useful to copy down the popular ratings and genre 
keywords, too, so I had to go back and conduct most of the searches a second time. Finally, I went to 
Roger Ebert's site, performed the same 200 searches, and copied down the ratings, on a scale of zero 
stars to four, into my ever-growing MSWorks1 spreadsheet. 

III. A Brief Attempt at Analysis 

At this point, I decided to try calculating some average figures. I tried to do it the easy way -
through MSWorks' column averaging feature, but for many of the movies, certain information, such as 
the budget or the opening weekend gross, had been unavailable. In these cases, I had written "NA", for 
not applicable, in the corresponding field. The spreadsheet program, of course, did not know this, and 
treated the "NA"s as zeroes. This forced me to do lTIany of the calculations Inanually, which, again, was 
quite tedious. 

IV. Gathering Data - Automation 

While looking through the "Help" section of the Intenlet Movie Database (I don't remember why), I 
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stmnbled across a piece of information that would greatly expand lny project. I found that, in addition to 
the web-based, searchable archives of the IMDB, there were plain text files available for download that 
contained the same information. While this distinction may seem trivial to a non-specialist, to a 
computer scientist it represents a fundamental difference in the way the data can be accessed. Whereas 
earlier I had manually typed in each title and copied down each field, I could now write a computer 
program to do that work for me, automatically. The analysis could also be automated, with "NA" fields 
treated however I wanted theln to be, and any number of complex averages, statistics, and correlations 
calculated with relative ease. 

But why, you might ask, would I take the time to write such a program when I had already gone to 
the trouble of creating the database manually? The answer lies in the extensibility of the automated 
approach. Whereas doubling, say, the number of titles in a manually generated database would involve 
twice the work, once a program is written it will run equally well, no matter how many titles there are. 
The sheer quantity of information to process would no longer be a barrier. This opened up many 
possibilities which before had been in1practical. For example, it would now be possible to include all 
titles in n1y database (not just the ones using computers), and calculate separate statistics for the movies 
that used computers and the movies that didn't. By comparing the two sets of statistics, I might discover 
sOlnething useful. Furthermore, I would no longer have to struggle with the limitations of my 
spreadsheet software, since any calculation imaginable could be progran1med in. In the end, I was able 
to compile a database of over 3500 titles, and to perform complex statistical analyses which otherwise 
would not have been possible. 

This is not, however, to imply that writing such a program is easy. To parse and interpret the IMDB 
text files required a substantial programming effort, as did the statistical calculations. It was, in fact, a 
project unto itself, comprising over 2000 lines of C++!t code, and as such deserves a separate section 
(see Appendix A: The Program). 

V. Gathering Data - The Final List 

When I first compiled it, I knew that my preliminary list of movies using computers was not 
cOlnplete. All though my database now in fact contained all American movies made after 19772, it was 
still necessary to know which ones used computers and which ones didn't. My list contained only ILM's 
movies prior to 1994, and the VFX-HQ annual listings, while extensive, were not necessarily 
authoritative. I had to find other sources. Looking through the VFX-HQ pages, I discovered a listing of 
prominent special-effects companies with links to their home pages. At the same tin1e, I discovered 
how, via the IMDB, to enter the name of a production company and obtain a listing of all movies with 
which the company had been involved. My research then consisted of two stages. First, I copied the 
titles for each company into a "candidate" movie list of movies that, while certainly making use of 
special effects, did not necessarily use computers to create them. I then refined this list by visiting the 
home pages of each company. If the company claimed to be an "all digital studio", I could check off 
each movie under its name as definitely using computers. Finally, I went through the VFX-HQ listings 
for each remaining candidate movie one at a time, reading the descriptions, and checking off the movies 
that used computers. I ended up with a list of almost 300 movies. Though there are probably a few 
omissions, the list I have compiled is certainly the n10st authoritative one that I know of. 

VI. The Art of Statistical Correlation 

With all this data, who needs averages? Recognizing the arithmetic mean as a crude and limited 
approach, and excited by the powers of my new program, I decided to pursue more advanced statistical 
techniques. From my readings in psychology, I knew that the Pearson correlationlQ allows you to 
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calculate the degree of relationship between two variables. Eager to know more, I went to the WPI 
library, checked out two elementary statistics books, and began reading. I found out how to calculate 
Pearson correlations, coded the calculation into my program, and, leaving no stone untumed, computed 
correlations between every combination of fields (i.e. colunlns) I had access to. 

VII. Advanced Statistics 

Though to understand why, you will need to see a later section (Statistics: A Mathematical Primer), 
the Pearson correlation is rather primitive as far as correlations go. I felt I needed to use the best 
statistical tools available, so I researched partial and multiple correlations (again, see the mathelnatical 
primer). The calculations turned out to be somewhat more difficult than I expected. Though the 
equation was straightforward in the three variable (or three column) case, most books considered the 
case of more than three variables to be "beyond the scope of this book" or an "advanced topic". It was 
only after a considerable amount of research, skimming through dozens of statistics books, that I was 
able to find the necessary equations. 

VIII. Drawing Conclusions 

In analyzing this data, I went through every possible pair of correlations one at a time, and tried to 
infer from it as much as I could. In the analysis section, you can see the results of lny work for each 
correlation. The Conclusions section presents a summary of the results. 

" See the yearly links at VFX-HQ 
5 

Industrial Light andMagic: Into the Digital Realm 

6 The last Beatles album 
7 

Microsoft Works, a popular word processor/database/spreadsheet package that came with my computer. 
8 . ' . .

A popular, and In my oplIUon the best, computer programmmg language. 

9 The year Star Wars was released, the first feature film to use computers in its production. 

to See Statistics: A Mathematical Primer 

The Movie Tables 
The following tables contain entries for every American movie released since 1977. For each 

movie, the title, year of release, Roger Ebert and Leonard Maltin ratings, IMDB rating, budget, opening 
weekend revenue, dOlnestic gross, non-domestic gross, and genre categories are listed. A detailed 
explanation of each field can be found below. 

Title - The title of the movie. 
Year - The year in which the movie was released. 

Ebert - The rating Roger Ebert gave the movie, on a scale of zero stars to four, four being the highest. 

Mallin - The rating Leonard Maltin gave the movie, on a scale of one to four stars, four being the 

highest. 

IMDB - Internet Movie Database rating, on a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being the highest. Anyone with access 

to the Worldwide Web can log onto the Internet Movie Database and vote for any movie they choose. 

The figures in this colUlnn represent the average votes submitted by users of the database for each 

mOVIe. 
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BGT - Budget, in millions of dollars. Refers to the aInount of money set aside by a production company 

for the film, not necessarily the actual amount the company ended up spending. 

OW- Opening weekend domestic gross, in millions. 

DG - Domestic gross, in millions. 

FG - Foreign gross, in Inillions. 

Genre - This column lists the geme categories into which the movie falls, as listed in the IMDB. 

Possible categories are: Action, Adventure, Adult, Animation, Children's, COlnedy, Crime, Drama, 

Documentary, Fantasy, Film-Noir, Horror, Musical, Mystery, Romance, Sci-Fi, Short, Thriller, War, and 

Western. 


*An asterisk next to a title indicates that cOlnputers were used in the production of the movie. 
For all fields, "NA" indicates the information was not available. 

Since the table is very large, I have divided it into thirteen sections. The first contains titles 
beginning with A or B (or digits), the second with C or D, and so on. Additionally, I have duplicated the 
records for all movies using computers in their production in a separate table for ease of use. In the 
computers-only table (see below), the asterisk next to each title is on1itted, since it would be redundant. 

The cOlnputers-only table can be found here. 

The full tables can be viewed by following the links for each section: 
AB - CD - EF - GH - IJ - KL - MN - OP - QR - ST - uv - WX - YZ 

Statistics 
I. A Mathematical Primer 

For a detailed treatment of statistical analysis, the reader is referred to the books by Bryanfl, 
O'Tooleli, and Peatmanu . This section is intended only as an informal and intuitive introduction to the 
subject. 

A. The Pearson Correlation 

The Pearson correlation, developed around the turn of the century by British 
mathematician and scientist Karl Pearson, describes the degree of relationship between 
two variables on a scale of -1 to 1. A Pearson correlation of -1, for example, indicates 
that two variables are oppositely related; when one goes up, the other will go down. A 
Pearson correlation of 1 indicates a perfect positive correlation. As an example, suppose 
you were taking a road trip to Chicago, and leaving from your house in New York City, 
driving, strangely enough, in a perfectly straight line. If you \vere to measure, as you 

_ ........_--""'..."-'A  

Karl Pearson went along, the current distance between your car and Chicago, and your car and New 
1857-1936 York City, and record them in a table, you would find that the Pearson correlation 

between the two was -1. On the other hand, if you recorded, say, the distance from New York City in 
one column, and the nUlnber of miles on your odometer in another, you would find a Pearson correlation 
of 1. Correlations between -1 and 1 indicate less-than-perfect correlations, while 0 indicates no 
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relationship at all. 

The Pearson correlation is comlTIonly denoted by the lower-case letter r, and can be calculated by 
the following formula: 

r= n'2:CIT)-~XXI:Y) 
2 2J[n xL: X - (L: X) ] ~yL: y - (LY Y ] 

where n' is the number of defined X- Y pairs, X is the values of the first variable to correlate, Y is the 
values of the second variable to correlate, nx is the number of defined X values, and ny is the nurnber of 

defined y values. 

B. Multiple Correlation 

The multiple correlation, commonly denoted by the capital letter R, expresses the degree of 
relationship between a single variable and one or more other variables, again on a scale of -1 to 1. As an 
example, you might expect there to be a high positive correlation between a child's height and his 
lTIother's and father's heights, whereas you would expect there to be a significant negative correlation 
between a child's height, his use of elevator shoes, and his eligibility as a circus midget. 

For three variables, the degree of relationship between a variable x and two other variables, y and z, 
can be calculated by the formula: 

f 2 " 2 ') " _ rxy + JXl. - - r:ry JXl. ~)!!. 
Rx .yl. - 2I 

\ 1- ~)!Z 

where r ' r ' and ryz are Pearson correlations. 
xy xz 
For more than three variables, the formula is significantly more complicated and will not be given 

here. The reader is referred to Bryant's book for a more detailed treatment. 

C. Partial Correlation 

It is possible, when measuring the degree of relationship between two variables via the Pearson 
correlation, to obtain misleading results. As an example, suppose you had a group of school children, 
and you were trying to determine if there was a relationship between their height and, say, their ability 
to solve n1ath problen1s. If the children were chosen from a variety of age groups, there may indeed be a 
significant positive correlation between height and mathematical ability, but the reason is not, as the 
correlation might lead you to believe, that taller children are inherently better at math, but rather that 
taller children tend to be older, and older children tend to be better at math. What is needed in this 
context is a way to "take age out of the equation", or to eliminate the influence of age upon the other 
two variables. For this we use the partial correlation. 

The partial correlation gives you the degree of relationship between two variables, with one or 
more other variables "held constant", again on a scale of -1 to 1. 

For three variables, the relationship between x andy with z held constant is given by the following 
formula: 
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as zero if the movie does not use computers and 1 if it does. Similarly, if a movie included Action as one 
of its genres, the Action field takes on a value of 1, and a value of zero otherwise. 

Finally, for the Roger Ebert and Leonard Maltin ratings, the ratings were expressed numerically as 
a certain number of "half stars", fe. four stars is eight half stars, while 2'1z stars is 5 half stars. 

Statistics Tables Index 

In calculating these statistics, I performed separate calculations for a number of subsets of the 
movie database as a whole. First, I calculated statistics for all the movies, then for only those movies 
which used computers in their production. Next, I calculated statistics for movies in each specific genre 
(i.e. one set for all action movies, one for all cOlnedies, etc.). Finally, for ease of analysis, I created 
another statistics table containing the same information, but arranged with the correlations on the 
horizontal axis and the subset name on the vertical axis. 

The statistics table for all movies can be found here. 

For the computers-only table click here. 

Statistics tables specific to each genre can be found by clicking on the appropriate genre nalne: 
Action - Adventure - Adult - Animation - Children's - Comedy - Crime - Drama - Documentary - Fantasy 

- Fihn-Noir - Horror - Musical - Mystery - Romance - Sci-Fi - Short - Thriller - War - Western 

Finally, the statistics are presented in an alternate format in the correlations by genre table. 

II Statistical Ana~vsis , by Edward C. Bryant (see bibliography) 

12 Elementary Practical Statistics , by AL O'Toole (see bibliography) 

13 Introduction to Applied Statistics, by John G Pealman (see bibliography) 

Analysis 
In analyzing these statistics, I went through each set of correlations, one at a time, and tried to infer 

as much as possible. Though many of these correlations do not pertain directly to the effect of 
computers on movies, I have, for completeness sake, analyzed and cominented upon them all. In the 
paragraphs below, the conclusions I drew for each specific set of correlations are presented. For ease of 
comparison, I have presented all correlations in terms of their predictive efficiency, i.e. "a correlation of 
1.5%", means a correlation with 1.5% predictive efficiency. Additionally, I chose to ignore certain 
correlations that were unusually high or low but based on a very small (less than 10) number of samples. 
Finally, all correlations listed are Pearson correlations unless otherwise noted. 

Year to Budget - Surprisingly, the correlation for movies in general is higher than that for computer 
movies, suggesting that computer movies are not rising in production cost as steadily as others. This 
could be attributed to computers cutting costs out of greater efficiency, but most likely it is due to 
irregularities in the availability of budget data (see below). Science fiction movies are going up the Inost 
over time, with correlation over twice that of movies as a \vhole. Documentary films appear to be 
dropping the most sharply, but this is based on only 6 samples and cannot be taken seriously. Other high 
risers include animation, adventure, fantasy, horror, and war. Shorts, westerns, films noir, and 
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documentaries are all getting cheaper, though the number of samples for such genres is small. 

Year to Opening Weekend - There appears to be a negative correlation between year and opening 
weekend revenue, suggesting that movies are making less money their first weekends as time goes on. 
This runs contrary to experience, however, and is likely due to irregularities in the distribution of 
business information in the database (see below). Certain genres, such as horror and mystery, display 
positive correlations in this area which are significantly higher than those in other genres, though again 
the results are suspect because of the distribution problem. 

Year to Domestic Gross - Again, these statistics suggest the quite unlikely conclusion that movies are 
making less money as tilne goes on. For an explanation of this, see below. 

Year to Non-USA Gross - Like the previous correlation, this one is misleading. see below. 

Year to IMDB rating - This statistic is very revealing, because it shows a small positive correlation 
(0.90/0) between movie ratings and the year the movie was released, and a small negative correlation 
(1.1 0/0) between the ratings of computer movies and their year of release. This suggests that, as time 
goes on, movies in general are getting better but those that use computers in their production are getting 
slightly worse. I believe the latter condition is due to the fact that, when computers first began to be 
used in movies, they were only used in the most innovative and original productions, such as Star Wars. 
As time went on, use of computers became Inore and more comlnon, until now, when many 
computer-aided films are quite formularic and unoriginal. Additionally, these statistics seem to indicate 
that, at least in the Ininds of the IMDB voters, musicals have gotten significantly better (9.7%), 
romances, conledies, and dramas slightly better (1.60/0, 0.9%, and 0.70/0, respectively), fantasies slightly 
worse (1.8%), and most other genres have been stable. 

Year to Ebert rating - Roger Ebert seems to have remained optimistic in his old age. These statistics 
indicate a near-zero correlation between Ebert ratings and year. The correlation between ratings of 
computer movies and year, however, is slightly negative (1.50/0), and reinforces the ideas I put forth in 
the preceeding paragraph. In terms of genres, Ebert thinks musicals have gotten a lot better (1.8%) 
positive correlation), while action, crime, science fiction, and film noir have all gone slightly downhill 
(0.5%, 2.1 %, 1.7%, and 2.5%, respectively). Other genres, such as comedy and children's, have been 
stable, with near-zero correlations. The western seems to have gone off the deep end, with a sickening 
16.2% negative correlation. 

Year to Maltin rating - Leonard Maltin's rating of computer movies indicates they have gotten steadily 
worse, with a negative correlation of2.2%. This can not be compared, unfortunately, with his ratings for 
movies in general, because of a limitation described below. For genres, action, adventure, crime, science 
fiction, and romance have all gotten significantly worse (10%, 11.9%, 10.1 %, 11.1 %, and 8.6% negative 
correlations), while drama has been stable, and comedy and war have shown slight improvements (0.90/0 
and 1.7%, respectively). 

Year to Computer use - As one would expect, use of computers in film production has increased over the 
years, with a 1.7% positive correlation between computer use and year of release. Science fiction 
movies seem to have taken advantage of cOlnputers the most often, with a 7.5% correlation, with war 
movies a close second (6.7%), followed by action (5.4%), children's (4.6%), and fantasy (4.4%). All 
genres exhibited a positive correlation in this area, with romance tending to increase its computer use 
the least, at 1 %. 
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computers are an economically efficient way of getting things done. For genres, positive correlations for 
crime (17.7%), romance (17.4%), thriller (15.7%), drama (15.6%), and science fiction (13.5%) were all 
fairly high, while children's (6.2%) and animation (0.1 %) were rather low, and musical was actually 
slightly negative (0.4%). 

Opening Weekend to Domestic Gross - The correlation between opening weekend and domestic gross is 
higher for movies as a whole (35.9%) than for computer movies (24.6%). This suggests that computer 
movies are less "predictable", that the excitement generated by their advertising (which detennines 
opening weekend revenue) is not as closely related to their overall earnings (detennined by word of 
mouth, etc.) as it is for n10vies as a whole. Among genres, thrillers (57.2%), musicals (48.7%), and 
children's films (48.4%) had the highest correlations, while those of science fiction films (23.3%) and 
films noir (18.5%) were among the lowest, with documentary films (3.5%) at the very bottom. 

Opening Weekend to Non-USA Gross - The correlations between opening weekend and non-domestic 
gross were quite a bit lower than those for domestic gross, at 16.5% for movies in general and 12.6% for 
computer movies. Again, the figure for computer movies is lower. Children's films (51. 1 %) and 
musicals (47.20/0) and had the highest correlations here, with romance (11.7%) and cOlnedy (22.1 %) 
among the lowest. 

Opening Weekend to IMDB rating - This statistic indicated a slight negative correlation between 
opening weekend and IMDB rating for movies in general (0.2% 

), and a slight positive one for computer 
movies (0.6%). The correlations for these fields are never greater than 5% for any genre, so there 
appears to be little relation between these variables. 

Opening Weekend to Ebert rating - Again, a slight negative correlation for movies in general (almost 
0%) and a slight positive one for computer movies (0.3 % 

). The correlations for these fields are very low. 
Opening weekend revenue seems to bear little relationship to popular or critical ratings. 

Opening Weekend to Maltin rating - The correlations for Leonard Maltin's ratings with opening 
weekend gross are higher than those for Roger Ebert or the IMDB voters, but are still relatively low, at 
1.5% for computer movies. (The figure for movies as a whole is unavailable, see below). 

Opening Weekend to Computer use - Movies in general exhibit a strong correlation between their use of 
computers and their opening weekend revenue (9.60/0). This is not surprising, since special effects are 
easy to showcase in previews and can attract large initial audiences. Correlations for drama (10.40/0), 
fantasy (13.4%), and romance (12.9%) were among the highest, while those for thriller (4.8%), horror 
(20/0), and children's (0.1 %, negative correlation) were rather low. 

Domestic Gross to lVon-USA Gross - This statistic, though not really related to the project, was 
particularly interesting to me because it shows what types of movies Americans and non-Americans 
tend to have the same reaction to, and on what types their opinions tend to differ. The correlation for 
movies as a whole was 40.8%, quite close to the correlation for computer movies, 43.7%. Dramas 
(52.5%) and romance (59.9%) had some of the highest correlations, while fantasy (32.3%), action 
(33.3%), adventure (33.5 % 

), and comedy (39.8%) were significantly lower. 

Domestic Gross to IMDB rating - The correlation between domestic gross and IMDB rating is higher for 
computer movies (4.70/0) than for movies as a whole (0.1 %), suggesting that, for movies using 
computers in their production, people's opinion of the n10vie after they have seen it (on a scale of 1 to 
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10) is more closely linked to their propensity to buy tickets to the movie. This indicates to me, that with 
computer l11ovies, people are more likely to feel, upon leaving the theater, than they "got what they paid 
for". Among genres, westerns (7.2 %

) and fantasy films (5%) had the highest correlations in this area, 
while romances (0.6%), dramas (alnl0st 0%), and comedies (0.2%) had among the lowest. 

Domestic Gross to Ebert rating - The correlation between domestic gross and Roger Ebert's ratings is, 
again, higher for COI11puter movies (3.7%) than for movies in general (0.9%). This tells l11e that Roger 
Ebert's feelings on computer movies are closer to the public's than for other movies, suggesting, perhaps, 
that the effects achieved by conlputers affect the viewer at an el11otional or subconscious level rather 
than an intellectual one, since it is on intellectual matters that critics and people as a whole tend to 
disagree. For genres, westerns (32.4%) and animated features (14.1 %) had by far the highest 
correlations, while those of action (2.9%), adventure (2.8%), comedy (1.8%), romance (2.9%), dranla 
(1.8%), and science fiction (1.70/0) were all significantly lower. 

Domestic Gross to Maltin rating - The correlations for Leonard Maltin are, as seems to be the pattern, 
higher than those for Roger Ebert, at 6.6% for computer movies (the figure for movies as a whole is 
unavailable, see below). Maltin's opinions on action (14 .3%), adventure (15 .7%), romance (18%), and 
fantasy (22.6% 

) movies seem to be most in line with the movies' popularity, while the correlations for 
drama (6.3%) and comedy (1.2%) are lower, and the correlation for horror movies is actually slightly 
negative (0.1 %). 

Domestic Gross to Computer use - The correlation between domestic gross and use of computers is 
strong and positive (4.9%), suggesting, as we all knew before, that movies that use computers in their 
production tend to have higher earnings at the box office. Among genres, the correlation was highest for 
war movies (8.2%), though this may largely be due to Steven Spielberg alone (Empire ofthe Sun , 
Schindler's List, Saving Private Ryan). Science fiction (8.1 % ) was a close second, followed by 
adventure (7.1 %), action (6.8%), and ronlance (6.6%). It is these genres that seem to benefit the most, 
economically, from computer technology. Among the lowest correlations were those for children's (2%) 
and horror films (1.2%). Correlations were positive for all genres, indicating that any type of movie 
tends to benefit frol11 computer technology. These conclusions are based on the Pearson correlations 
between the two fields. 

However, if we recognize that computers may tend to be used in higher-budget films, and it is this 
higher-budget, not the use of computers, that l11ay often account for the increased revenue, it becomes 
necessary to look, not at the Pearson correlation, but at the partial correlation r. budget. The r. budget 
correlation for all movies is in fact almost 0%, compared to the misleading 4.9% Pearson correlation. 
When we look at genres for r.budget, we see that adventure again makes a strong showing, with 7.1%, 

but that war has dropped to 4.2%, science fiction to 5.7% , action to 4%, and romance to 0.1 0/0 . The top 
genres are now adventure (7.10/0), fantasy (6.8%), science fiction (5.70/0), and animation (5.1 %). The 
lowest genre correlations are now negative, for drama (0.2 % ) and horror (0.1 0/0). Use of computers 
actually tends to diminish box office eanlings for these genres, though the correlations are very slight. 
The next lowest correlations are positive, those for thriller and comedy (both almost 0% ), romance 
(0.1 %), and children's (0.4 % 

). This represents a much more intuitive grouping, I think, that the one 
given by the Pearson correlation. 

Non-USA Gross to JMDB rating - The correlations between these two fields are higher for computer 
movies (3.7%) than for movies in general (1.4%), reinforcing the argument made in the "Domestic 
Gross to IMDB rating" section. In tenns of genres, the correlations are strongest for fantasy (15.50/0), 
horror (9.9%), and children's movies (8.7%). Genres with the lowest correlations include comedy (0.6%) 
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and ron1ance (1.3%). 

Non-[!SA Gross to Ebert rating - The correlations between these two fields are again higher for 
computer movies (3.5%» than for movies as a whole (2%), reinforcing the conclusions of the "Domestic 
Gross to Ebert rating" section. An10ng genres, the correlations were highest for fantasy (6.9%) and 
horror (5.5%», and lowest for science fiction (0.6%) and crime (0.5%). 

Non-USA Gross to Maltin rating - Again, as in the "Domestic Gross to Maltin rating" section, the 
correlations for Leonard Maltin are higher than those for Roger Ebert (5.60/0 for computer movies). The 
figure for movies in general is not available, for reasons given below. Among genres, the correlations 
for thriller (12%) and romance (10.6%) were the highest, while those for crime (6.5%) and drama 
(4.70/0) were the lowest. 

Non-USA Gross to Computer use - Following the argun1ent made in the "Domestic Gross to Computer 
Use" section, I will look at r.budget, rather than the Pearson correlation, for analysis of these 
correlations. The r.budget correlation for all movies is, surprisingly, slightly negative, at 0.2%. The use 
of computers, independent of budget, does not seem to help movies in the foreign markets. Not for 
movies as a whole. For specific genres, however, there are positive correlations, for example war 
(23.10/0), action (0.8%), and adventure (0.2%). The unusually high figure for the war genre is most likely 
a result of the Spielberg bias described in the "Domestic Gross to Computer Use" section. Among genres 
that were worse off when computers were used (negative correlations), horror (13.30/0) and children's 
(2.4%) fared especially poorly. 

IMDB rating to Ebert rating - This particular set of correlations has absolutely nothing to do with the 
impact of computers on movies, but it is interesting anyway because it indicates how closely Roger 
Ebert's ratings are related to the opinions of the IMDB voters, and in which genres the two are more and 
less closely linked. The correlation for movies in general is 9.4%>, while for computer n10vies it is 
16.1 % • Ebert and IMDB ratings are n10re closely correlated for computer movies, suggesting the idea 
that computer movies are in this respect more "predictable", and also the idea that the cOlnputer effects 
appeal to people on an emotional or subconscious level, rather than an intellectual one. Among genres, 
animation (23.1 %) and documentary films (17.4%) had the highest correlations, while drama (5.3%) 
and horror (4.2%) were among the lowest. 

IMDB rating to Maltin rating - The correlation between these two fields for computer movies is 14.7%. 
Again, the figure for movies in general is not available (see below). The fact that this correlation is 
lower than the correspond Roger Ebert correlation suggests that Leonard Maltin is the more mainstream 
critic of the two. Among genres, the correlations for action (250/0), science fiction (20.20/0), and thriller 
(21.5%) were among the highest, while those for comedy (7.8%) and horror (9.4%) were among the 
lowest. 

IMDB rating to Computer use - There appears to be virtually no relationship between IMDB ratings and 
the use of computers in movies. The correlation is nearly zero. For specific genres, however, there are 
some positive correlations, such as for science fiction (1.1 %) and animation (0.8%), while there were 
also significant negative correlations, such as for westerns (1.1 %), crime movies (0.6%), and thrillers 
(0.3%). 

Ebert rating to Maltin rating - Again, a set of statistics having no direct relationship to this project, but 
which are interesting nonetheless. The correlation for movies in general is 9.4%, while for computer 
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movies it is slightly higher, 9.6%. This suggests, again, that computer movies are more predictable. 
Among genres, the highest correlations were for comedy (18%») and romance (23.3%), while the lowest 
were for horror films (1.2%), thrillers (3.8%), and action movies (4.4%). 

Ebert rating to Computer use - Roger Ebert's ratings SeelTI to be virtually unaffected by the use of 
computers; the correlation is nearly zero. Again, however, there are significant correlations for specific 
genres. The highest correlations were for animations (6.5%) and children's movies (5.5%). The lowest 
positive correlations were for the action (0.1 010) and adventure (0.2%) genres. There were also negative 
correlations, for the crime, mystery (both almost zero) and musical (1.70/0) genres. 

Maltin rating to Computer use - The correlations between Leonard Mahin's ratings and computer use 
are unfortunately unavailable, due to the reasons explained in the section below. 

The business information distribution problem 

Business information such as budget, opening weekend revenue, and domestic and non-domestic 
gross was obtained from IMDB files which, while tending to contain business information for most 
recent movies, only contain such information for the most famous , blockbuster films that were produced 
a longer time ago. This leads a computer program, ignorant of this fact, to conclude that all early movies 
were blockbusters. This misguided conclusion is due to a bias in the data, and does not represent a flaw 
in the correlational techniques. It does, however, lead to several misleading correlations, such as the 
negative correlation between year of release and domestic gross, which, were this bias not known, 
would suggest to the analyst that movie earnings are declining as time goes on. 

Lack of data for Mattin ratings 

Unfortunately, the only critic for whose ratings I was able to find an electronic resource was Roger 
Ebert. I had to enter the Leonard Mahin ratings manually into my own database, looking them up in his 
annual movie and video guide, and so could only take the time to do so for the set of 300 or so movies 
that used computers. It is for this reason that statistics involving all movies or "movies as a whole" are 
not available for the Mahin ratings. 

Conclusions 

- Use of computers in movie production has been increasing. While this is obvious from simple 
everyday observation, the statistics show that the increase has been particularly rapid in the science 
fiction, war, action, children's, and fantasy genres. 

- Computerized effects are losing their novelty. The film market has, in the past few years, become 
saturated with effects pictures, and people are getting tired of it. Witness the negative correlation 
between IMDB rating and year of release for computer movies vs. the positive correlation for movies as 
a whole, or the negative correlation between Roger Ebert's ratings and year for computer lTIovies vs. the 
zero correlation for films in general, or the negative correlation between Leonard Mahin's ratings and 
year of release, again for movies using computers in their production. 
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added information for award such as the Oscars and Golden Globe, but was unable to find an 
electronically accessible resource for this information. I would also have liked to have found electronic 
resources for film critics besides Roger Ebert. Finally, I would have liked, in addition to the genre 
keywords that are found in the database, to have analyzed the data based on "minor genre keywords", 
such as "surreal", "time-travel", etc. Though I know of an electronic resource for this infonnation 
available through the IMDB, I did not have the time to download and parse it. 
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Ir*~~i-~~{i~~~ :=:::~:-=:~~=~:-=:=~_~it~~=~~~:=::~:~~-~~:-~~~-=:l~~~}J~:::Ji~~:~~::::-:=::::::=:=::::=:::::=::: 

Hous ehold Saints i1993 !**** iNA i8. 3 iNA JNA 10 . 57 !NA iDrama i 
rH 'O-G-~-~-k-~-~-p-i-ng"-------------------------------------------------------li9-s-7 1;-:;-:;-:;----INA"-----------·is--:i..-!NA---.. - [NA---------li-:--6-s------·!NA--------- ID-~-~~-~---------------------------------------------------------------------------: 

-------------- .. --..-----------....-.. .. .. ------......---..-----··--------·....·-------- .. ------------.. -----·r-------·-···,··....-··-···--·-·r----....--·---·--...... i----·.. ------· ,--.. -..·-·----i-----..---..·-.. ,·-·-·..·........-·-,......·-·.. •..-..·I'·••--......-....-..-••-......-.--...- ..........-.........--........--..---..--..-------..----.-. 
HouseSitter \1992 j*** INA \6-6 iNA iNA 158.5 iNA icomedy/Romance ;r-·.. ---·.. -..-···....-.. -·--·-......·--··-·-.. -··..-··..--·......·....-..-··........---.. -..·....· '.--··-······-·-- .·•••••- ' '..•-.··..•....·-····,-·..····-·······--·'.·····--··..•..···1.···-...- ••--.-...- ••--.-.....-..- •.-.-.-•.••••.--.-..•..-----...."1"..·-·------..· 1 .........-••. ........-.....",................. .. .•..•.•.---....- .....- .•- ••..•.•.•..--.-.. 

1How I Go t Into College :1989 :NA iNA :6.5 iNA iNA i1.64 iNA iComedy/Romance ~ 

~~~~-~~·~·~~~·~-~~~-~·~-?·~·~-~·~·~~~·~~·~-~-?·~-~~··~-~~~E~I/~·~~~~·-:.::~-~-~-~~·r~~~-~-=·--~ l-~~~~=:!~~-~-~~~@;T~~~~. r.~T;-~~7~~-~l~~--~-=-r~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~~-~--~·~~·~~·~~·~~~~:-~.--~:.-:~:~::---~~::~::~:~-=::::-~'.. 
How t o Be a Player 1 9 97 iNA iNA ;6 INA i5.74 !13.96 iNA !Comedy !f
~~IHf~~=~:~~~§ii~it~:_~;~E~=~-~f~~~~~=I.!!i=[.~E.[.~~~:1~~!,§~~].§~~~=~~~===~=-:~:=:=:--:~=~-~: 
How U Like Me Now i1993 jNA INA :NA \0.6 iNA 10.21 iNA iDrama : --.-..-------------...-----..--........-...--..---.--...--......---.--.---.-------..-.--..---.-----------.. ,-..---.----..--,--.----------.---.. ,-----·-··---1·-·--···----·,-·----------·--,----------·-------·,------...------.----------.-------------..--..--------..--.....----------..-----.----.------.--..--------.. , 

Howard the Duck 11986 iNA iNA ,4 .5 !NA iNA !16.3 iNA iAction / Sci-Fi ;1
·------ -----.. -:.. --..·------·....----- - .. - ....------·-----..· -:--·..-:·..--· ....... ----.......----... r'---'''''- :··--·---------··1.---·-------------· ;..--...------.. r. ----.------ ,----....-------.. r----------------- :.---.---------.... r--------··--------·----·--------·----·----·--·····--· --·--··------··..--····..·..---........--...... 

H~wlhltng I V: The Or lglnal '1 1988 iNA iNA ;3.3 INA iNA INA iNA !IHorrorN19 mare . : 1 ' i Ij : 

r 
1------·----·----··----··-------------··----·----···--------·--------··---------------------.. ~--------·---'--------------.. r------------··----::--------·--.. ~-- .. ---------:.----·--------.... r·------·----------:-------------.. ~----------------------....--.. ---------.. --..-------.. ------.. ------- .. --..--..--------------------: 

Howling, The !1981 iNA iNA :6.6 iNA iNA 117 . 99 :NA lHorror i  
· .. ·-----------..·-----·----·------·----·----.. -----·----·---------- ----- ---------.---.--------\--.---.----.. '.------- -------.\-----.-------.----. "..---.------- ..----------.. ,-----·-·.. ------1-....----·--·....•.. -.. '.--.. ---.. --·-----,----.... --------.--......--.-------.. ----.. -------.-----.. ------...-----... ----....-----......-....----.----.. , 
Hsi yen 1 993 jNA iNA :8.4 11 JNA 16.93 iNA jComedy /Drama/Romance ! 


1 .. ----------------- .. ---- .. -.. ------------..-------..------..--------.. -·· .. -- ..---...... ·..,....----....·..--·..----..·--·....--......--· ........--....----.. ·-.. -------.. ---.... r.. ----........---- .... -.. -'--......-......--... ,.- ........--..-.. -- ,......--- .. --.....--.. ------.... -- ......---------,---------.. -------.,-------------------------------------- ..------------.. -- ...--... ----....-.. ---------.......-- ......---.. -- .. ---....-----------------------:  
Hudson Hawk 11991 iNA iNA 16 :65 iNA 117.22 iNA I!::ction/Adventure/comedy :  

~~~:~~:~:~~X-~E5~?ii~:;:::-~~ ~:~~~~"~ .. .. : :~ ~~:~"~-.t.~:.. : [ ~:~-r~~::-~::"·-·.@·-~:~L--:~: ~~::--:~~--: ~~..~~~yZE~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~:--::--~~"~~~-·~~~~~~~·:.~~~~-~:.1 - - :. - ~--~-"- ·":~~:.~::.---.~~----I.I~E~.r~~.~~::.~~--t~ :.. .. - ; ~~:: ~~ .' - · [ ~ - - - - - .. 
Hugo Pool i1997 jNA INA :6 .1 INA '0 [0 JNA iComedy/Homance ;r------..--......-------.. ------------....----.. ------.-.--.----..-------........---------------.. _....-"1-----------.. ,, ---_.. _....--------· .. _"------"-------.. -. -----·--.. _------·-----"....-----·---------'-.. ·----------..---..."..---------....-1------..--....-------------------------------.--..--.-.----------..--..-....--....--..----..  
Human Highway 11982 !NA iNA 17.9 INA [NA iNA iNA Icomedy/Drama ;/·----.._-_.._.. _-- .. --....----_........--..------............· ....-------------------..----..------..---..--.. ------- .... ,---------.. - .. ,------------ . ----.,....---....--.. -- .. -----.......- .. ---------.;.-.. --..----.....,'..---------.... - - .. ---.'...----....-------- .. --,""......--..----..... ,--..--............----..---....---.......----....- .. ---------------------..-------------..-----------..----:.  

Human Shield, The 11991 iNA INA 16 .4 INA :NA INA iNA iNA : 
1 
------·..·--·----"--------- - .. - .. --·..----..--·--..-----------.. - ·--·..----- -- --.----.-------..----,-."...------ ..-.--------....--'.- ----------------.. '.----------- - :----..-----.. ,-----.. ---------i..----------------·,..---------..--i--....--------------------....------------..·--.--------------....-----------..--..-----, 
Hunchback o f Notre Dame , The 11 996 1**** INA \7.4 i70 ;21.3 1100.12 :85 . 8 fAnimation/Children's/Musical : 

1---.. --..------·-----------------------......----·..---..-----·--..--------------------------.. --',..--------.. -.. i-------....--·---·r------------..·----,-----------.. r------..-----:----------..--·.. r--------·------.. -- :.·----..------.... r·-----------------.. --..-----------..----------.. -------.. ----..----...--.----..-------..--- . 
Hunger , The )1983 iNA INA :7.6 iNA iNA \4.8 iNA Horror ;r 

l "ii-;;~-k----------'··..·-----"--·..--..-----·----..------------·..··"----.. --·..·-------- ..··..-1i"98·7iNA------'·.. jNA"----· ..·[lj--:·lj----lNA------[NA---------Ii -:--:.i"s·----· !NA----..--· ic~~~~iy-----.. -------------------------------------......-------- ..------------; 
---------..----.. ------..- ..------------..------------...- ..--..- ..---..---..-----·r-----------'-----------r.--------.. -..------'---------.. r.---------'----------... r...--.. ---~-----..---·r-------..- ..--...----..---..----..--..--------·------------, 

Hunt for Red October, The 1990 : ***~ INA ).6 INA 'NA :120.71 :78.5 fAction/Adventure / Thri ller : 
-~-- .. ----..... ------.. ---..-..--.. ------- ..---..----------..---..----------......-....-....---............---------i---...-...... ----·I'--......_.............._.. ...................I __ ........__ ... i".-_.................... L ___ .... ....---.....1' ...... - --.. ....................................................... ( ....-- .... .. .. ................................. .. .... _ ...... __ ................ _ ............................... _-_ ...... _..... _ ............................................................................ : 

Hunted, The !1995 :NA iNA 16. 7 iNA :NA !6 . 61 iNA !Action : ~ -----------------------·--.. ---------·---------..·-------..·----·--.. ----·..----·-------..·-----.. ,·-----------.:----·---·-----.. r·-------------·---;----------·... r.-----------:------..---..---.r------------------'.--.--...------... ['-----.------..----------.--------.----.----------------------------.. -.. --------..... -----------: 
rHurlybur l y !1998 :*** INA ;7 INA '0.16 jO. 46 iNA Drama : .. --...-----.. -~------------·---·--------...--·--·---------...·--...--------.. --...----·-----------\"....--.----... ,.----...--...----;--.------------.-.. '..-----.....---'--.. --------.. ,.."--------------'---------..-------.. '.. ----------·----1""..------·--·"--·----------·--.--.. ------.----------------.. ----------------------.. ----------... ;.I·~~~r:==_~~~ _ _~~~~____ · ·· ___________.. --... f~ ~-~-~- !~~---------. !~~-------- .. -- :___~__ .. l.~--~-~---- :-~-: -~ l~--:...:.--~ .-.....-- :; ...... ri~= :__ .. ~~= ______ ___________· - ..?: .., ..~---- .~~-... .- . . ~-~~----------.- ....-...... -------.. --.------.-------.. --.----- .. --......... --..--...  
Husban ds and Wives 1 1992 j ***~ INA i8 iNA :NA 110.56 iNA IComedy/Drama ! 
~ ... ~~•• ~ .. ......................... . ......... - ...................- ................ ..- ..................................- .................................................. 1........................-/'··............................ I.....................................· ~ ..............- ........ r................... .. ..... • !'............................... r................................ ..... r- ........_ .............. J................... .. ....................... .... .............................................................................................................................................. : 


Hu sh \19 98 \* * INA \4.5 !NA i5 .74 !13.51 iNA \Thriller !I 
J.~_~~.~-i:~·~~~_~___~:_~::~_~~__ ~_~__ _ ___J:.·~~~:~~]~~~__:~_~_~_~J~:_~:~~J~~:~.::~J~~-_-:~__ .. ~~_~_.?~~~:___-_.. ~~~~~~~~]~~~~~ ~~~~~:___ :·:~________::.-___ ~...___-.~_:~_-.-:~::.-_-_____~:_~:_--_:::-::_...~_-::-_':~~_~:~~~:_~"~:______ -~__~~~_~:::____~:~:~:___~.~__:~:.."=E·_?:? ~ :~_]~_ l ~~_
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Movie Table file :!/c:lusr/tex1liqp/html/temp/ful) _IJ.htm 

IJungle2 Jungle 11997 iNA INA :6 . 4 iNA :12.81 159. 93 :NA icomedy • 
..............................................................................................--...... 1.............................. ..' ..................•. ............ !••••••••••••. '.. ••••••••••••••• ,••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 1"•••.••••••••- ........................................................................ . 

, Junlor ! 1994 1 ***~ iNA ;5.8 INA :NA 136.76 :NA jComedy!Sci-Fi ; 
···················..· ..........··-......··......· ..................- ....- ................- ..........- .............- ............- .......... r-.................... ;--............- ......·r........- ......-·····-:.......- ..- ........·r..........•..--.. '.....--...........-.[..........- ..- .....--..... '............- .......-. r....................: ....................·............................•................·- ......·............: .............-;-................ """"""".  

J . P k* i1993 1*** l***\.<; 17 2 163 iNA 356 78 1556 /Actlon!Adventure!Scl -Fl ; 
1 

uraSSlC ar I ! I 2 l ' I i I ' : \Thriller : 

..~~· · .. .. .. ~..?~.?:.~[~.~=.=::: ~~::::~:~:::~ ~ r ~:i~.....~:E:~t~~ . ~~~P:~:~~.~~:.... ~:.:..~~..~~;~~~·i.~~ ..~~~ ...~::~~.~~.~~.~=:=......~~::.~~.~.~~~~.~...~....~::~~.~~~....~:.~::: [ j.' l ~:.=.= ~~(~.~~~:~:.~::. [ :::.~::=r~~~:~~r .. .. .. :.::=~~~:~:::::~.~:~~:.~~~i 
rJury Du ty 11995 j* iNA :4 iNA iNA 11 7.0 1 iNA jComedy , ··....·..··.. ....··......·......··....··....··..........·........·..·:·..............··..·..···.. ..·..···..·....·······················..·..·r·..........·····'.. ···..·..···.... .. ..···r···....··....········,·..········..··r..···..······.. .:'..···..·..···..····· ("..········..·······'.················r·······..·····..········..····....·..·····....····......···..·....··..··....········..·•·....····· ....-·.. 1 

Just Ano ther Glrl on the loR . T . 11992 :NA iNA :7.2 INA ,NA 10 . 48NA IDramar.......................................................................................................................................................... ........................................ .. ,.................................,............................................................................................................................................................................... .
,Just Between Friends 1 1986 1 *~ INA \6.2 INA iNA 16 . 41 !NA jDrama : r;- ..........- .. - ......- .....--........- ......- ..............- ..------........-.- ..- ..--..--r:---....-'.---,.....---~...-.r-----.. ~.--..- ....... ~-..----~.----.r;:----..-.-..-- .. --- ----.........- ..-_.._ ......- ..-. 

IJust Cause r1995 i** iNA i6 . 5 INA iNA j36. 85 iNA jMystery! Thriller : .........................................................................................................................,................,.....................,..........···r····.. ·····..·'.············..··,·....···········..····,.....................................................-........................................................................ ,Just Looking \1999 iNA INA iNA j3 !NA iNA iNA Icomedy :·........·..........·......··..·........··......···............··......·......·....···..............................................................................-......... ;-......................................,.......................-.... :..........................................:-.............................................................--..........:......................................................... .................. ..-..................................................... 
IJust Mom and Me i1998 iNA iNA iNA 1o. 03 jNA iNA 'NA iDocumentary ; 
............................- .... --........................- .........--..--..- ..................- ...- ..- .....- ..·.. - ........ 1.·..- ....--..·'..· ---..·....-i-·....·-····..·····r·....-······i.-..··-·-..·'.....--....-.- i···-·--·-··· .~·····-·..·-··.i-·..··-···--·..·····--··....···_ ....·-·-·..·....·..............- ..................--..... 
J ust One of the Guys !1985 :NA INA i6 . 2 !NA iNA i11.5 iNA lcomedy : 

[

, 

~..~.~.~.:~.i.~.f.f._.:~.~.~..~~.~.~.~.~.~~.~~~._~~~.~.~.~.~...~..~....:::~:~~:...~._:J..~:.?._.~._.~ ..l~~::._:::._J~~._~~:::._._._...._~r~._..:._._~._]~~:.~:~~..l~E~:.~~.]~~:._.~·._~:~~~._._..l~~~:._.::]~._~~~~._~iZ~~~~..~~~:._:._._._.·._._._~ ....~~.:~._.:....._~::.....::::::..... ~.:.......~:...j 
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ovie Table filc :llc:!usr/text/iqp/html/temp/full_ MN .htm 

Ma nnequin 1987 h NA 5.4 NA NA 42. 72 NA Comedy 

Manne qui n 2: On the Move 1 991,NP. NA 4 .8 NA NA 3 . 75 NA Comedy/Fantasy /Romd i!ct:: 

Hanny & Lo 1996NA NA 7.6 NA 0.02 0 .43 NA ·Drama 

Man's Best Friend* 19 9 3 NA **~ 5 . 3 NA NA 12 .97 NA Sci - Fi/Thri l ler 

,r1arco Po l o 19 9 8 NA NA NA ,NA NA NA NA NA. 

Mari a c hi, El 1992 NA NA 8 '0. 22NA '2.04 NA Action/Thriller 

Ma rk T\.Ja in' s America in 3D 19981.JA NA NA NA ,0. 03 1. 04Nl>. Documentary 

!vlarked for Death 1 99 0NA NA 6 .1 NA NA 46.04 NA Action/D rama 

Harried To It~ 19 9 3 * * NA 7 . 3 NA NA 1.99 'NA Comedy/Drama 

Married to the Mob 1988 NA NA 6 .4 NA NP. 21.4 9 :NA C omed y 

Marrying Man , The 1991 ** * iNA 6.6 NA NA 12.45 NA Comedy/Romanc e 

Nars Atta.cks!* 1 996 ** **~ 6 .5 70 '9. 38 37. 7561. 7 Actio n/Comedy/Sc i-Fi 

Ma r tha & Ethel 1994 NA 7.4NA NA 0 .0 9 NA 'Drama / Docwnentary 

Martha , Meet Frank, Daniel a nd 1998NA NA 7.3 NA NA NA NA Comedy/Romance
Laurenc e 

Mar tia ns Go Home 1990 NP.NA 4 .1 NA NAC .13 NA Comedy/ Sci- Fi 

Marvin's Room 1996 ' ***~ NA 8 . 1 NA 0 . 06 1 2. 78 NA Drama 

Mary Reilly* 199 6 *** ' **~ 6 . 3 .4 7 NA 5 . 6 NA Drama 

Adventure/Animation/Chi l dren' ~,
Mask 1985 NA NA 7 . 1 NA NA 42.4 NA 

Drama/Sci-Fi 

I1ask of Zo r r o , The 1998 * ** NA 7.7 6 5 22.53 ,93 .77 101. 3 Action/Adventure /Romance 

Action/Comedy/Crime
Ma sk, The* 1994*** 6.8 2 5 NA 119.94 20 1 Fantasy 

Mas querade 1 98 8*** NA 6 . 4 NA NP. 15 . 8 6 NA Mystery/Romance/Thril l e r 

Masterminds 1 997 .":'! NA 6 . 5 NA 1. 01 1. 89 ,NA Thriller 

Actio n/Advent u r e / Fa n tasy
Masters of t he Universe 198 7 NA NA 5 .3 NA NA 17.34 NA 

Sci-- Fi 

Ha. tchMaker, Th e 1997*** NA 7.3 'NA 1. 38 3 . 38 NA Comedy/ Romance 

Ha tewan 1987 NA NA 8.6 4 NA 1. 68 NA Drama 

Ma tilda* '19 96 *** , **~ 7 .8 36 8 .21 33.0 8 'NA Comedy/Fanta sy 

Ma tine e 1 993 * * *~ NA 7 .2 NA NA 9 .5 3 NA Comedy 

Nat rix 1999NA ;NA 'NA 6 3 NA NA :NA Action/Sc i-Fi 

Haverick* '1994 *** * * ]~ 7 NA NA .101.63 'NA Action / Comed y /Western 

Max Dugan Retur ns 19 8 3 NA NA 6.4 'NA NA 17.6NA Comedy 

Max , mon amour 1986NA NA 6 :NA NA NA NA Comedy 

Maximum Overdrive 1986 NA NA 5.1 NA NA 7.4 3 NA Ac tion/Horror 

i1ax imum Risk 1996NA NA 6 . 5 ;NA 5. 61 1 4.1 32.7 Action / Adventure / Thriller 

McBain 1 99 1 NA NA 4.SNA NP. .0 .46 NP. Action 

McHale's Navy* 1997NA ** '~ 5.4 42 2 .13 4.3 7 NA Comedyiwar 
He, Myself and I 1 99 2 rNA NA NA NA NA NA :NA Comedy 

Hedicine Han 1992 ' *~ NA 7 NA NA 45.5 NA Adventure/Roma nce 

Meet J oe Black* ;1998 *** NA 7.290 15 .02A 3.54 NP. 'Comedy/ Romance 

Meet t he Apple,]ates 19 90 ** NA 5.2 NA NA 0 _ 49 NA Comedy 

Mee t the Deedles 1 99 8 , *J~ NA 4.4 2 4 2 .01 4.31 NA Comedy 

Mee t Wa ll y Sparks 1 99 7NA NA 6 .2 NA 2. 1 3 4 NA Comedy 

Melrose Place 1992 NP. NA NP. NA NA NA NA NA 
Me 1 tdo",m 1999 NA 'NA NA iNA ,NA NA NA ,NA 

Memoirs of a n Invisible Man* 1992 * *~ ** 6 NA NA 1 4. 36 NA Comedy/ Sci-Fi 

Hemorie s of He 1988 , ***~ NA 6.2 NA NA 3.97 'NA Comedy 

Memory' s Pri soner 1 99 8 NA NA NA 0.01 NA NA NA NA 

Memphis Belle 1 9 9 0 ** * NA 7.5 NA NA 2 7.44 NA Action/Drama /War 

Hen at \!Jo r k 19 9 0 .NANA 6 ,NA NA 1 6 .25 NA Action/Comedy 

Me n Don't Leave 19 90** NA 7 _ 4 NA 'NA 6.07 NADrama 

Men in Blac k* .1 997 ,** * *** 7.3 90 84 . 13250.15 .: 326.6 Action/Comedy/Sci-Fi 

Men in Love 1989NA NA 5 . 9 O. 35 NA NA NA NA 

Men o f Re s pect 199 1 * 'NA 6 .7 NA NA '0.14 NA Drama 

Hen wi t h Guns 1997 **** NA 8 ."7 NA O. 02 0.74 NA Action/Drama 

Me n a ce II Society 1 99 3 '**** l·jA 8.6 3. 5 NA 27.9 NA A c tio n /C rime /Drama 

Men's Cl ub, The 1986'NA NA 4 _2 NA NA 2 .44NA Drama 

Nercury Rising* 19 98 ** **~ 5 .7 NA 10.1 32 .94 <49 .3 Ac tion/ Drama /Thriller 

Mer lin 1998NA NA 6 . 3 30 NA NA NA NA 

Mermaids 1990 ** * NA 7 .2 NA 'NA 3 5 _ 42 NA Comedy 
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Pocahontas 201 
Animatlon/Children's/JvIusical 
Romance 

Thriller 

.5 

.58 Comedy 

1987 28.06 Comedy 

.4 19.51 

1989NA .3 NA .57 Comedy 

1994 

Pope of The 

Porky's 


Porky's II: The Next Day 


Portrait of a Lady, The 

1. D. 

Possums 


Postca.rds from America 


Postcards from the Edge 


Postman 


Postman, The* 

Pr~·t- ... -Porter 

Prancer 

Predator 


Predat~or 2 


Prelude to a Kiss 20.01 NA Comedy/Drama/F.omance 

40f5 3/2/99 8:39 PM 



Movie 

NA 5.8 20.04 NA Action 

Rubies, A 

Drama/Thriller 

Comedy/Drama 

PLince of NA 

Horror 

Egypt, The 

Princess Bride, The 

CC;ro.DOo 

-L"'CC_"Cl'-"~-L1 The 

Prison 

Private BenJamin 

vate Eyes, The 

Priva :Lessons 

Private Parts* 

Prizzi's 

Probi:=m Child 

Problem Child 2 

Program, The 

x 

Pure 

Country 

Luck 

Rain 

NA o NA 

Purple Rose of Cairo, The .6 

Pyromaniac's Love story, A 0.47 Comedy/Romance 
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Title 

"I. 
.., NA 

OW 

N.ll. 

NA 

DG FG Genre 

40 6.D4 

NA -7. 

32 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

.NA 

21-

15.26 

7~63 

1-
21.41 

24.82 

0.1 

"I 

~79 

NA 

NA 

tI],>. 

NA 

NA 

.'Ill, 

NA 

Drama 

NA 

NA 

Drama 

.3 

.44 

Nfl. 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Drama 

Tt:riller 
Drama 

22.85 NA 

R.affipage 
Eandom 

Eansorn 

Ni\ I,A 

14 36 

1. 28 

l'JA 

Action 

Action 

comedy/Drama 

comedy 

comedy 

Comeciy IDrama 
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Table 

Red 

SonJa 

Reds 

Remo Williams: 
Begins ... 

The 

The Adventure 

Replacement 

Rescue 

Rescue t The 

Rescuers Do"m The 

Dogs 

Resident Evil 

Restoration 

Return of the Jedi* 

Return of the 
II 

Dead Part 

Return of the SC~2U~U3 

Return of the Texas Chainsaw 
Massa.cre, The 

Return to radise 

to Salem's Lot, A 

Return to the Elue Lagoon 

Revenq2 

of the Nerds 

Revenge of the 
in Paradise 

II: Nerds 

Revenoe of the 

Reversal of 
Revolution 

Rhyme & Reason 

Thief 

Rich and Famous 

1987 

1978 NA 

4.3 NA 30.06 NA 

NA 
NA 

Rich Kids 

Rich Man' 5 \~i fe, 

Richard III 

The 

Ricochet 

Ricochet River 

Ride 

Ride In Pink Car 

Ride, The 

ThE' 

II: 

NA 

NA 

1993N]\ 

NA 8 NA 

Action/Comedy/Crime 

Action/Thriller 

Comedy/Horror 

Drama 

Comedy 

Drama 

DoctJ.:mentary 

Drama 

Comedy 

Drama 

Action/Thriller 

Drama 

Action/Drama 
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Run 

Rush 

to 

8:40PM 



Title 

M 

F.!fL 

.O.B. 

Claus 

& 

Morning 

Year Ebert Maltin IMOB BGT OW DG FG Genre 

NA NA NA 
NA 0.06 [\j\ 

h[l-l- NA NA 
.46 NA 

NA C '51 NJ\ 

u. 0.02 NA 
1- N}l. 

NA 0.06 NA 
16.28 61.36 108.06 

8.89 NJ~ 

o. 

NA 
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Seems Like Old Times 198 0NA NA 6.8 :NA NA :NA NA Comedy 

Selena 1997 ***~ NA 8 .1 20 11.6235.42 'NA Drama / Musical 

Seller, The 1997 ~}JA NA 9.3 NA NF.NA NF. Comedy/Drama 

Semi-Tou':Jh 19 78 NA NA 5 . 8 NA NA NA NA Comed y 

:Senior Trip 1 995 NA .NA 6.8 NA 'NA 4.69 NA Comedy 

Sen se and Sensibil ity 1 99 5 **~ NA 8 '1 6. 5NA 42.7 6.6 Comedy/Romance 

Senseless 1998**~ NA 5.9 NA 5 . 3 4 13 . 0 4 Nll. Comedy 

Sentimental Journey 1999 NA NA NA NA NANA 'NA NA 

Separate Lives :1994NA NA 6.1 'NA ,NA 0 . 96 :NA Thriller 

'September ; 1 987**;';~ NA 7 NA NA :0. 49 NA Drama 

Serial Mom :1 99 4 * * NA 7.1 13 :NA 7.88 NA ;Comedy/Crime /Horror 

,Serpent and the Rainbow, The 1988 '* * * :NA 6.7 NA NA 19. Eo NA Horror 

Se r pent's Egg, The i977NA NA 7.7 NA NA NA NA Drama 

Serpent's Lair 1995 'NA NF. 6.5 4 NA NA NA Thriller 

Set It Off 199 6 ***1.-2 NA 7.8 9 1 1. 81 36. OS NA Actioni Drama 

Seven Hours to Judgment 1988 NA 'NA 4.3 ,NA NA 0.18 NA Thriller 

Seven Yea rs in Tibet 1997* *'7 NA 7.2 70 il0.0737.9 93 .5 Drama / War 

Seventh Sign, The '1988 ** NA 6 .5 NA NA 18.88 NA 'Thriller 

Sex , Drugs, Rock & Roll '1 991 NF.NA 8.7 NA NF. 0.53 NF. Drama 

Sex, Lies, and Videotap e )989NA NA 7.3 1.2 NA 24. 74NA Drama 

Sgt. Bilko"" '1 996 *** ,*** 5.639 NA ,30 NA Comedy 

Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hear t s ,1978 iNA NA 5.3 NA NA 12.9 NA Musical
Club Band 

Shadow Conspiracy 1997 * NA 5 .2 45 1 .37 2.15 NA Ac.LLon/ThLiller 

Shadow, The* 1 99 4*** **~ 6 .S NA 11. 7 32 . 06 NA Action 

Shado\./s and Fog 1992 .NA NA 7 ;Nll. NA 2.74 NA Comedy/Drama 

Shadrach ,1998 '** 'NA 5.9 iNA o . 02 ,0. 02 NA Drama 

Shag 1989*** NA 8 .6 iNA NA 6 . 96 NA Drama 

Shakedown 1988*** NA 5 NA iNA 10.07 'NA Ji.ction 

Shakes the Cl m.m 1991** NA '8NA NA 0.12 NA Comedy 

Shakespeare in Love 1 99 8* *** NA 9 .1 4S 0 . 22 9.41 NA Comedy / Romance 

Sharky's Machine 1981 NA NA 6.1NF. NA NA NA Crime 

Shatter ed 1991 ** NA 6.9 NA NA 11. Sl NA Thriller 

Shattered Image 1998NA NA 6.6 NA '0 .03 O.09NA NA 

Sha",]shank Redem;.:t .L on, The;'; 1 994 ***~ **~ 8 . 7 NA NA 28 .34 NA Drama 

She-Devi l 1989*** NA .5 NA NA 15 .35 'NA Comed y 

Shepherd 1 999NF.NA NA NA Nll. NA NJl. Crime/Drama 

She's All Tha.t 199 9 **~ NA NA NA NA NA NA Comedy/Romance 

She's Gatta Have It 1986NA ,NA 7 0 .6 NA 7.14 NA Comedy/Romance 

She's Having a Baby 1988** NA 6.7 NA NA .16.03 NA Comedy 

She's Out of Cont r ol 1989Zero NA 5.3 NA NA 12. 07 NA Comedy 

She's So Lovely 199 7 * ** NA 5.9 18 3 .047. 22 NA Comed y/Romance 

She's the One 199 6 ** NA 7.2 NA 2.09 9.45 NA Comedy/Romance 

Shiloh 1997***'" NA 7.6 'NA 0.121 NA NA 

Shining Through 1992 :** NA ,6.7 NA NA 21.73 NA 'Thriller 

Shirley Valentine 1989 * :NA 8.2 NA :NA ;6. 35 NA Comedy 

Shock to the System, A 1 99 0 ,*** NA 7 .2NA .NA 3. 42 NA Crime/Thrill e r 

Shock Treatmen t. .1981 NA NA 7.7 NF. NA NA NA Horror / Husical 

Shocker 1989 NA NA 5.6 NA NA 16.55 NA Horror 

Shoot the Moon 1982 :NA NA 6 .8 NA NA NA NA Drama 

Shoot to Kill 1988*** iNA 6.3 NA NA 29.3 NA Ac tion / Adventure 

Shooter, The '1995 NA NA 5.7 10 iNA NA NA Action 

Shootfighter: Fight to the 
1 992 NA NA 7.5 NA NA NANA Action

DeaLh 

Shooting Porn 19 97 NA NA 6 .6 :I'IA . 0 . 01 0 . 13 NA Documentary 

Short Circuit 1986 *~ NA 6.1NA NA 40.7 NA Comedy/Romance/Sci- Fi 

Short Ci. Lcuit 2 1988 ,NA NA '4.7 NA NA 21 .63NA Cornedy/Sci-Fi 

Short Cuts 19 9 3 ,* * * * NA 7 . 6 NANA 6.11 iNA Drama 

Short Time 19 90 ** NA 6 .6 NA NA 4.01 NA Come d y 

Shout 1991NA NA ,6 . 3NA ,NA 3.55NA Drama 

Show o f Force, A 1990 Nt\ iNA 5.3 NA NA o.15NA .NA 

Show, 'I'he 1995 .NA NA 7.8 NA NA :2.7 NA Documentary 
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Documentary 
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Raving 

The 
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vic Table filc://c:!usr/text/iqplhtmVtempifull_SThtm 

Taking 

Talent 

of Beverly Hills, 

for the 

The NA 

NA 

0.94 

O. 
NA 

Action 

Drama 

Drama 

l'1ovie 

Tales from the 

'rOll k of Angels 

Hood* 

1990 

NA 

01 

.32 

1.8 

.02 

Horror 

Drama 

Tale 

Tango & Cash 

Girl 

Tap 

Fi 

Tarzan and the Lost City 

Tarzan, the Ape Man 

1991 NA .1 NA NA .66NA Action 

Telling 

The 

Terminal Bliss 

Terminal Velocity 

'rerminator 2: Judgment Day* 

Within, The 

Chainsaw Massacre 2, The Horror 

Drama 

Comedy 

That's Entertainment' 

That's Life' 

III 

Drama 

Actior'!Llrarna 

Thick as Thieves 

Thief 

Thief of Hearts 

Thieves 

Blue I,ine, The 

Thin Line Love and 

1981 

1988 ***~ 

NA 
:NA 

NA .8 NA 

10.4 

1.21 

34.92 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Documentary 

Comedy 

er 
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NA NA 

.8 NA 

.1 NA 
NA Nil, .8 NA NA 
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Drama/Homance 

Drama 
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TIue 

Believer 

Colors 

True 

True Love 

Trum2n Shm,y, The* 

Trust 

Truth About Cats & Dogs, The 

Truth or Consequences, 

Tucker: The 

Tune in Tomorrow.. 

Turbo: A Power Rangers Movie 

NA 

NA 

Drama/Romance 

Action/Adventure/Children's 

You Will 

TI.-Jist.ed 

Tl.:iste.c* 

Two Bits 

Two Evil 

I'"JQ Girls 

THO if 

Eyes 

and a Guy 

Sea 

Two Jakes, The 

Two Moon Cunction 

T'.,]o l'1'uch 

NA 

NA 

10. 

~55 

o. 

Return to 
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Title Year ow DG FG 

Turn 
.s. 

U2: NT-\. 8. 

U-571 NA 

U:.jF ! NT-\. .r'~A 

7 

:NA NA o ~ 

The NA 

Nh 
NA 

Uncle Buck 
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Velvet Goldmine 

Venice/Venice 

Vibes 

Violator, The 
Action/Adventure/Horror 
Thriller 

NA 

The 'Comedy 

Virtual COrrLbat 

Virtuosity* )l,ction/Sci - Fi/Thriller 

Virus* 

of 1 ***J.f NA 8.9 NA .8 NA DocUInentary 

Vital Signs NA 5.4 NA NA Drama 

Volcano* 5.7 14.5847.47 Action/Thriller 

20f2 3/2/99841 
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NA NP, 

NA 
NA Comedy 

NA 

NA N.A 

NA 

Nll. 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 
NA NA 

Nl'. j\;A 

.85 NA 

7.56 NA 
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Boy, The 

Guest, The 

Winter People 

Eastv..'lck, The 

Witness 

of Loneliness, 

TIle 

in Red, The 

The 

Allen Fall ProJect 

Word Universe: A Journey 
Afrlca, The 

1998 

to West 

to Garp, 

World and Time Enough 

The 

Wrongfully Accused* 

Earp 

Files, The* 

Xanadu 

1998NA NA .7 .14 .89 

.2 

.7 Thriller 
Fi 

NA Fantasy/Husical/Romance 
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Title Year Ebert IMDBBGTOW DG FG 

Comet NA 

NA NA 

You 

You So NA 

Young 

Young NA 

1. 96 

. 7 

.8 

• <18 
.18 

NA 

3/2/99 



to 

Field 1 Field 2 Pearson's r r Year r.Budget r Computer 

NA 

NA 

NA 

'IL' 

(0. 



Thriller 

) 

0.16 (1. 

-0.09 (0. 

0.11 (0. .14 

NA NA 

-0.04 

O • 

. 04 (0 . 
. 14 (l"is) 

.05 (0 . 

. 05 (0 
0.04 (0.1'0) 

Domestic Gross 

o 06 (0. 

-0.01 ( 

(0. 

NA 


Non-USA .06 


05 (0. 
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War 

""Jar 

0[8 9:24 
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Field Multiple Correlation (all fields) 

8 PM 



Field 1 Field 2 Pearson's r r.Year r.Budget r.Computer Use 

NA 

-0. 

( 

0.09 (0. 


0 11 (D.  
NI, 


iA 

nr)

.J.J ( r ) 

Nl\ 

O. Of! ( 

.09 (0 4',c) 

-0.17 (1. 

-0.01 ( ) 

Nl\ .OJ. (C 

(0 

NA (0. 

NA 
.1 (0. 

O. NA 

Budget 

Eudget 

(1.44 ( 

0_ 

Budget -0.08 (0. 
.. 0. (. 

3/2/99933 PM 
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NA 

NA 
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0.4 ) 

.45 

0.57 
0.49 

0.42 

;m 
0.54 

o. 

0.58 

J.4 

O. 
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r Year Budget 

( . 

o. 
0.1 

o. 

0_ 

0.36 

o 
O. 

0.37 
O. 

o. 
0.07 

Field Multiple Correlation (all fields) 
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Field 1 Field 2 r.Budget .Computer Use 

( 

.31 

o. 
o. 

Field Multiple Correlation (all fields) 

to 
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Field 1 Field 2 	 Pearson's r Year r.Budget r.Computer 
NA W\ 
N)\ NJ\ 

.41 

NA 

(100~ [2] 	 Nl\ 

NA 

NA 

NA. 

RD.. 

NA 	 NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

.. IJ2 ) [ 

NA 

r-JA 

HA 

NA. NA 

Openin;l 

[,::::mestic 

Field 	 Multiple Correlation (all fields) 
.06 (0. 

(24.S, 

to 



Statistics 

Field 	 r. 

(0. 

NA 

0.27 	 (2 . 

. 43 (10. ') 

( . 

0.65 ( 

o 	 0.14 (1. 

o 	 ( . 

Field 	 Multiple Correlation (all fields) 

r.Corr..puter Use 

o 46 (11 . 
. 24 ( 


(1 


.68 ( 


.23 ( 

.38 (7 

.2 ( 

PM 



Movie Statistics 

to 

,  

Field 1 F.ield 2 Pearson's r r.Year r.Budget r.Computer Use 

l.io] NA 
) [23] I ( 

(2.4.7'·) [9J 

(0':<) [72J 
.04 (0.1 ) [38J 

o. ( . 
. 26 \ 3. 

NIl 

-0. 
0.22 (2. 

0.77 (36~ 

NJ\ 

0.05 

0.14 

!\iA 

0.05 (0. 

NA 

NA 

- 0 .14 ( 

1].4=- (8. 

NA 
C.06 (0. 

NJl. 

NA 

Field Multiple Correlation (all fields) 

to 

PM 
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Field r.Year COII!p\lte!r Use 

NA NA 

NA 

NA 

O. NA 

O. 

D. 

O. 

O. 

0.03 

0.08 0.07 (0. 

0.18 .19 ( ~ 

O. 
o 27 

37 

.03 

o. 

Field .L·..............~..}J..."'" Correlation (all fields) 

PM 
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Field 1 Year r r~Computer Use 

0 

o. 
o. ( 8 ) 

O. .82 ( ) 

0 

n p. 
0 

0 

o. 
O. 

\..) .. 

O. 

--0 

O. 

(a1.1. fie1.ds) 

to 



Statistics 

Field 1 Field 2 Pearson' r rwB',Jdget r.Computer 

NA 

NA 

Field (all fields) 



Field 1 Field 2 Pearson's r r .. Year r. r COInputer Use 

NA 
) 

[ NA 

NA 

NA NA 

NA 

) [ 

[18] 
1 

.J... ) [8 

NA 

NA N.n, 

( 

NA 

Np, 

) [ 

NA 

NA 

Field Correlation (all fields) 

to 
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Field (all fields) 

to 

NA 

NA 



1 Field 2 

( . 

( 4 13J 

=.. Budgct r Computer Use 

( 7 

,I . 

• f-6: 

iliA 

(0. 

NA 

0.12 \ .': J 

o. .02 ( 

Field ;Multi.ple Correlation (all fields) 

to 

PM 
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Field 1. Field 2 r~Budget 

o 22 ( 

.71 ( 
. Uq , U. Clf:3 \ I) • 

.01 ( 

NA 

.44 ( 

'. i'-1 • 

NA 

NA 

HA 

Field Correlation (all fields) 



to 

Field 1 Field 2 Pearson's Computer 
(8. 

NA 

NA 

NJ\ 

(l. 

( 

Field (all fields) 



1 2 Pe&rgcn'~ r r '!lsar r.COl!l:p'uter Use 

(1. 
( . 

04 (0. 

Field (all fielqs) 



2 Psarscn f r 

(all fields) 



Field 2 r.Year 

NA 

Nl\ 

Field 

to .:.. :.. :..... :....... :.:.... :....::. 



Field Field 2 Pearson's r 

(1. L7J 

NA 

NA 
.NA 

--0. 

NA 
NA 

NA 

Field (all fields) 
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NA 

Field 	 Multiple Correlation (all fields) 
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o. 

Field 



1 

58 

Pea.r~cn's r r"Year r.Budgat Computer Use 

(4 1 ) 

(0. (8 
( 

9 

Field MUltiple Correlation (all fields) 



The Program file ://c: /usr/texr/iqp/htmlltemp/program.htm 

The Program  
A large proportion of the hours I devoted to this project were spent in the production of an 

elaborate program to parse and analyze movie data obtained from the Internet Movie Database. The 
program is designed to make use of a number of databases -- information for movie titles? genres? 
business information? Roger Ebert & Leonard Maltin ratings? use or non-use of computers? and country 
of origin -- and to produce? from the data in these files? the hundreds of pages of charts and tables that 
are used in this project. Although the program was written from scratch? there is a small section of the 
code -- that used to perform Gaussian elimination on matrices -- which I downloaded from the public 
domain. Appropriate credit is given to the author in the module descriptions below. What follows is a 
generalized, technical description of the program's design, and a set of links to the various files that 
make up the program's code. 

The program consists of three modules. The first, TABLEGEN, is the largest, and performs the 
majority of the work. In this module is the code to load and parse the data from a number of files (in a 
number of formats), to output this data as a set of HTML tables, to calculate statistical correlations 
between various fields in the data, and to output the results of these calculations in another set ofHTML 
tables. The second, STATS? contains code to calculate Pearson, partial, and multiple correlations. The 
routines in this module are called by those in TABLEGENto perform computations. Finally, the GAUSS 
module performs Gaussian elimination on a matrix, which is a technique used to solve systems of linear 
equations. The code in the GA USS module was written by Paul Bourke, and is available through the 
worldwide web at: http://www.mhri.edu. auJ~pdb/other/gausselimJ. 

Here, then, are links to the source code: 

TABLEGEN.HPP 
TABLEGEN.CPP 
STATS.HPP 
STATS.CPP 
GAUSS.HPP 
GAUSS.CPP 
STATTEST.CPP 

10f1 3/2/99 6:34 PM 
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TABLEGEN,HPP file://c:/usr/text/iqp/htmVtemp/tablehpp,htm 

Return to the Program Page. 

TABLEGEN.HPP 

II Copyright Matt streeter, 1999 

#ifndef TABLEGEN HPP 
#define TABLEGEN HPP 

#include <iostream.h> 
#include <s tdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <s tdlib.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <math.h> 

#include "stats.hpp" 
#include "gauss.hpp" 

#define BUSINESS PATH "business.txt" 
#define RATINGS PATH "ratings.txt" 
#define EBERT PATH "ebert.txt" 
#define MALTIN PATH "maltin.txt" 
#define GENRE PATH "genres.txt" 
#define COUNTRIES PATH "country. txt" 
#define COMP INFO PATH "complist.txt" 
#define MASTER LIST PATH "mstrlist.txt" 

#define DO BUSINESS 1 
#define DO RATINGS 1 
#define DO GENRE 1 
#define DO EBERT 1 
#define DO MALTIN 1 
#define DO COMP INFO 1 

#define DO STATISTICS 1 
#define DO PEARSON CORRELATIONS 1 
#define DO MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS 1 
#define DO PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 1 
#define DO GENRE CORRELATIONS 1 

#define PARTIAL USE THREEVAR 1 
#define WARNINGS ON o 

#define GEN MASTER LIST o 

#define PROGRESS LINES 1000 

#define GENRES PER LINE 3 

typedef unsigned char byte; 

struct Movie 
{ 

int year; 
char *title; 
long budget; II -1 for foreign c urrency ( temp ) 
long opening weekend; 
long domestic gross; 
l ong non usa gross; 
fl oat imdb rating; 
byte ebert-half stars; 
byte maltin half stars; 
unsigned long genre flags; 
byte uses computers; 

} ; 

#define FIELD YEAR a 
#define FIELD-BUDGET 1 
#define FIELD OPENING WEEKEND 2 
#define FIELD DOMESTIC GROSS 3 
#define FIELD NON USA GROSS 4 
#define FIELD-IMDB RATING 5 

10f3 3/2/99 7:22 PM 
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7 

9 

11 

15 
16 

24 
25 

II 

2048 
10000 

29 

J; 

OL 

Ox800L 
Oxl000L 

Ox2 
OOOL 

Oxl0000L 
Ox20000L 

) ; 
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TABLEGEN.HPP file:!!c:!usr!textliqplhtmlltemp!tablehpp.htm 

void gen table header( ostream& table,int full table); 

void gen-table-footer(ostream& table); 

int print master movie list(struct Movie *pMasterMovies,int 


nUm master movIes); 
int load movie list(FILE *list,struct Movie *pMovies); 
int load-business filter(FILE *business db,struct Movie *pMovies); 
int imdb-filter(struct Movie *pMovie); 
int filter c ountries (FILE *countries_db,struct Movie *pMovies, 

int num movies); 
int add ratings-info(FILE *ratlngs db,struc t MOVle *pLlstMovles, 

-int num-list movies); 
int add business info(FILE *business db,struct Movie *pListMovies, 

-int num list movies); 
int add genre info(FILE *genres db,struct Movie *pListMovies, 

- int nUm list movies); 
int add ebert ratlngs(FILE *ebert ratlngs,struct MOVle *pLlstMovles, 

-int nUm list movies); 
int add maltin ratings (FILE *maltin ratings,struct Movie *pListMovies, 

-int nurn list movies); 
int add comp info(FILE *comp info,struct Movie *pListMovies, 

-int num list movies); 
int get business stats(struct Movie *pMovies,int num movies); 
int parse rating(char *value,struct Movie *pMovie); 
int parse-MV(char *value,struct Movie *pMovie,int dup title=O); 
int parse-BT(char *value,struct Movie *pMovie); 
int parse OW(char *value,struct Movie *pMovie); 
int parse-GR(char *value,struct Movie *pMovie); 
int pa rs e-genre(char *value,struct Movie *pMovie); 
int parse-maltin (char *value,struc t Movie *pMovie); 
int movie-match(struct Movie *pMoviel,struct Movie *pMovie2); 
int title-match(char *titlel,char *title2); 
long atol-w commas (char *value); 
void print movie (struct Movie *pMovie); 
float round million dollar amount (long amount); 
void init_movie(struct MovIe *pMovie); 

#endif 

Return to the Program Page. 
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TABLEGEN.CPP file:/Ie: lusr/tex1iiqp/html/temp/tab I eepp.htm 

Return to the Program Page. 

TABLEGEN.CPP 

II Copyright Matt streeter, 1999 

II Matt streeter 

I I 2/1/99 
II Program to gather statistics from the IMDB (Internet Movie Database) 

II text files. 


II Possible extensions: 

II Fields to add: Awards 

II Specify some movies as effects-laden. 

II filter out video games, TV shows, etc. 

II Calculate effect of computers on genre popularity. 

II Filter out movies that haven't come out yet.

II Can use pairs where only one field is defined in Pearson correlation. 

I I (see p. 93 of "Introduction to Applied Statistics") 

II Minor genre keywo rds 

II Correlate wlprofit ratios. 


#include "tablegen.hpp" 


struct genre table entry genre table[J=( 

( "Action", GFLAG ACTION), 

( "Adventure", GFLAG ADVENTURE), 

("Adult", GFLAG ADULT], 

{"Animation", GFLAG ANIMATION}, 

{"Children's", GFLAG CHILDRENS}, 

{"Comedy", GFLAG COMEDY}, 

("Crime", GFLAG CRIME), 

("Drama", GFLAG-DRAMA), 

{ "Documentary"-;-GFLAG DOCill1ENTARY}, 

("Fantasy", GFLAG FANTASY), 

("Film-Noir", GFLAG FILMNOIR), 

{"Horror", GFLAG HORROR}, 

{"Musical", GFLAG MUSICAL}, 

("Mystery", GFLAG-MYSTERY), 

("Romance", GFLAG-ROMANCE), 

("Sci-Fi",GFLAG SCIFI), 

{"Short" ,GFLAG SHORT}, 

{"Thriller",GFLAG_THRILLER}, 

("War", GFLAG WAR), 

{"Western", GFLAG WESTERN}, 

}; -

#define NUM_GENRES (sizeof(genre table)/sizeof(genre table entry)) 

char *field_strings[NUM_FIELDSJ={ 
"Year" , 
"Budget" , 
"Opening Weekend", 
"Domestic Gross", 
"Non-USA Gross", 
"IMDB rating", 
"Ebert rating", 
"Maltln rating", 
"Computer use", 

#if(DO GENRE CORRELATIONS) 
"Action" , 
"Adventure" , 
"Adult" , 
"Animation" , 
"Children's" , 
"Comedy" , 
"Crime" , 
"Drama" , 
"Documentary" , 
"Fantasy" , 
"Film-Noir" , 
"Horror" , 
"Musical" , 
"Mystery" , 
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1·) , 

[J={ 

.htm", 
htm" , 

"sfantasy. htm" , 
"snoir.htm", 
"shor ror. htm", 

II 

() 

return 

II 

warning 

PATH, "r"); 

database: " 

Movie 


(business db, 


movies *1 
(COUNTRIES PATH, 

database: 

(pMasterMovies, ) ; 

PATH, "rH) 
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list: " 
« endl; 

) ; 

(business db, 

#if 

information 

) ; 

pListMovies, ) <0) 

ff r ,.,) ; 

db,pListMovies,num 

~q=f~npn(EBERT PATH, ); 

open Ebert ratings 
PATH « endl; 

(ebert_ratlngs,pListMovies,-----

) ; 
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#endif 

#if (DO_!V1ALTIN) 
FILE nrrc:=Tn,n",·n (!V1ALTIN PATH," r") ; 

if ( ! 

{ 


cerr "Couldn't open Maltin ratings list: " 

« MALT IN PATH « endl; 


return (-1) ;  

add_maltin ratings (maltin ratings,pListMovies,num_list_movies); 

fclose(maltln ratings); 

#endlf 


#if(DO COMP_INFO) 

FILE Tn=Tnr,pn (COMP INFO PATH," r") ; 


cerr « "Couldn't open Computer Informat.ion list: " 
COMP INFO PATH « endl; 

return(-l); 

add comp info(comp info,pListMovies,num_list_movies); 

(comp info); 
#endif 


1* Generate HTML table with info for each movie *1  
if (gen_table (pListMovies, num list_movies) <0) 

{ 


retur n ( - 1) ; 

#if(DO STATISTICS) 

If(calculate statistics (pListMovies, num_list_movies) <0) 

( 

return(-l); 

#endif 

#endif II  

int calculate statistics (struct Movie *pListMovies,int num_list_movies) 

{ 


int n,m; 

stat type r; 

int table; 

int (*filt.er) (struct Movie*pMovle); 

int defined rows; 

int samples; 


II allocate stats table 

**pColumns=new (stat type*[NUM_FIELDSJ); 


for ;n<NUM_FIELDS;n++) 


pColumns[nj=new stat type[num_list_movies]; 

stat type **pPartlalColumns=new (stat type*[NUM_FIELDS1); 

II allocate table correlations caches 

stat type **pPearsonCorrelations=new ( ]) ;  
stat-type **pPartialCorrelationsl=new J) ; 


]) ; 
]) ; 

pPearsonCorrelations[n)=new stat type[cache size); 
[cache size); 

pPartialCorrelations2[n]=new [cache-size] ; 
pPartialCorrelations3[n]=new [cache-slze] ; 

[n]=new int[cache size]; 

initialize caches to all "NA" 


for(m=O;m<cache size;m++) 
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pPartialCorrelationsl 
pPartialCorrelations2 
pPartialCorrelations3 
pPearsonSamples[n] 

f'Calcula ting 

stats 

(table==l) 

stats 

II 	fill stats table, 
(n=O;n<num_active 

int i=O; 
for (m=O 
( 

else 

( I 

) ; 

"Main\">" 

endl; 

) ,n)) 

5 of25 	 PM 



;m+l-) 

_COMPUTERS) ) ) 

(j==n) 

J ++; 

++; 

/* 

mt=FIELD YEAR) 

[2l-IJ'~V_LUJ.I.Ul'::> 
( , 

J=r; 

"NA"; 

6 312/99 
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( I 

#else 

=FIELD 

1 3 , 
( ! 

#endif 

=r; 

« "NA"; 

(11 NUM & 

"partial" 

}\n"; 

):'PartialColumns =pColumns 

) ; 
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stats « endl ; 

sta t s « "< / TABLE> \ n"; 
#endif 

stats « " \ n<BR>Return to <A HREF= \ "qm.htm#l'1ovielndex \ "" 
" TARGET= \ "Main \ ">Table Index</A>."; 

stats « " \ n</HTML>"; 
stats.close(); 
delete (stats_ptr) ; 

#end i f 

II Generate correlations by genre table 

o f stream stats("gstats . htm"); 

stats « "<HTML>\ n<TITLE>Movie Statistics</ TITLE>\n \ n"; 
stats « "<LINK REL=STYLESHEET TYPE= \ "text / css \ "" 

" HREF= \ "text.css \ "> \ n"; 
stats « " <BODY bgcolor=#OOOOOO text=#ffffff link=#OOOOff" 

" vlink=#OOOOff> \ n"; 
stats « " \ nReturn to <A HREF= \ "qm.htm#StatsIndex \ " TARGET=\"Main\">" 

"Table Index</A>. \ n<BR><BR>\n"; 
stats « "<B>Correlations by genre</B>\n"; 
stats « "<HR><BR>\n<TABLE BORDER=l CELLSPACING=O >"; 
stats « "\n<TR>< TD><H2>Correlation<TD><H2>All <TD><H2>Computers-only" 

" <TD><H2>Highest Genre<TD>< H2 >Lowest Genre"; 
for (n=O; n <NUM_GENRES;n++) 
( 

stats « " <TD><H2 > " « genre table [n) .name; 

int cache index=O; 
f o r(n=O;n<NUM PRIMARY FIELDS;n++)
( - -

for(m=n+1;m<NUM_PRlMARY FIELDS ;m+ +,cache index++) 

for(int 1=0;1<4;1++) 
( 

stats « "\n<TR>< TD ><H3> " « 
« field_strings[m) 

field strings[n) 
« " ". 

« "< - > " 

switch(l) 
( 
case 0: 

stats « "Pearson's r"; 
break; 

case 1: 
stats « "r.Year"; 
break; 

c a se 2 : 
stats « "r.Budget"; 
brea k; 

case 3: 
stats « "r.Computer Use"; 
break; 

) ; 
for(lnt i=0;i<2+NUM GENRES;i++) 
( 

if(i==2) 
( 

II output highest, lowest genre correlations 
stat type highest=- l.O; 
stat-type lowest=1.0; 
int highest index=-l,lowest index=-l; 
lnt hlghest-samples=-l,lowest samples=-l; 

for(int j=O;j <NUM_GENRES;j++) 
( 

stat type r; 
switch(l) 
( 
case 0 : 

r=pPearsonCorrelations [j+ 2 ) [cache index); 
break; 

case 1: 
r=pPartialCor r elations l[ j+2) [cache index ) 
break; 

case 2 : 
r=pPartialCorrela tions2 [j +2) [cache index) 
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},. 

0) 

(r>highest) 

else 

0: 

break; 
1 : 

break; 
2 : 

[il 

3 : 
[il 

I ; 
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() 

cout 

fort 
( 

[n]) ; 

(0) ; 

&out, 

if( 
( 

(" 

[" 

else 
( 

int field) 
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) ; 

(struct 

1100000.0); 

scale 

II scale 

) =O}); 

(0) ; 

] ; 

table"; 

) ; 
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) ) 

]) ( 

II end existing any 
if(table_ptr) 
( 

) ; 

[n] ) ,1) ; 

& ) ( 0) ; 

( ! ) ) 

) ; 

vOld table, full 

int m; 

#i f 

TD START 

TD START 

#if 

« 
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} 
else if ( I 

else 
{ 

"NA" ; 

if 

else 
( 

RATINGS) 
if (pMovie->imdb 

table 

table 

table round mlllion dollar amount ( 
- ); - -
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table « TD START « "NA"; 

#endif 
#if (DO GENRE) 

table TD START; 
int genre eount=O; 
if( pMovle->genre flags) 
{ 

table « "NAn; 

else 
( 

for (m=O;m<NUM_GENRES;m++) 
( 

if(pMovie->genre flags&genre table[m] .flag) 
( 

if(genre count) 
( 

if(! (genre eount%GENRES PER_LINE)) 

table « n<BR>n; 

else 
( 

table « "I"; 

table genre table[mJ .name; 
genre eount++; 

endl; 
#endif 
) 

void gen table_header(ostream& table,lnt full table) 

table Table</TITLE>\n\n"; 

table bgeolor=#OOOOOO link=#OOOOff vlink=#OOOOff>\n"; 

table H<LINK REL=STYLESHEET TYPE=\Htext/ess\H HREF=H; 

If(full 

{ 


table "\"table.ess\">"; 


else 
( 

.ess\">"; 
) 
table « "\nReturn to <A HREF=\ "qm. htm#J:1ovieIndex\" TARGET=\ "J:1ain\ 

"Table Index</A>.\n<BR><BR>\n"; 

table BORDER=l CELLSPACING=O 

table H<TR>" TD HEADER START « "Title" « TD HEADER ST.ART 
"Year"; 

#if(DO EBERT) 
table TD HEADER START "Ebert" ; 

« TD HEADER START « "Haltin"; 
#endif 
#If (DO RATINGS) 

table "IMDB"; 
#endif 
#if(DO BUSINESS) 

table « 

#endif 
(DO GENRE) 

- table « TD HEADER START « "Genre</B>\n"; 
#endif 
) 
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if(! ) ) 

(0) ; 

) ) 

If ( I ( ) ) 
{ 

« H) 

() \n" 

) ; 

int 
{ 

) ) 
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l) ; 

\n" i 

) f 

\n" i 

)) ) 

if 
( 

(0) ; 

) ) 

')' ) 

entry; 

) <0) 

() \n" 

I \t. ') 
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II mark 
(0=0; 

) f &Movie) ) 

II 

=pMovies[n]; 

) ) 

() 

(n=O; 

[0)) I )) 

"Done.\n"; 
) ; 
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business 

long line 

II reading 1 line a time 


(line,~1AX_,LINE LEN,business db)) 

If ( I (line mun/,PROGRESS LINES)) 

(  

cout «  
} 

line num++; 


(line,": H) 

char *value=& 

iff !stricmp 

[ 

init movie(&Movie); 
if (parse_MV(value, &Movie) <0) 
( 

cerr "parse MV() failed.\n"; 
return(-l); 

_movies;n++) 

if(movie_match(&(pListMovies[n] ),&Movie)) 
{ 

known movie=l; 
iMovies=n; 

[n] . year=Movie. year; 

else if ( I strlcmp (prefix, "BT") ) 
( 

iff 
( 

parse BT(value,&(pListMovies[iMovies))); 

( I stricmp (prefix, "OW") ) 

if (known_movie) 
{ 

(value, &(pLlstMovies [iMovies] )); 

( ! (prefix, "GR") ) 

if (known_movie) 
[ 

parse GR(value,&(pListMovies[iMovies))); 

cout "Done. \n"; 

return(O); 


int add struct *pListMovies, 

LEN] ; 

int n,result; 


1 llne at a time 

if( I (line num~PROGRESS_LINES)) 
( 

cout « 
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int ni 
char line 

) ; 

(J 

_movies;n++) 

pListJvIovies [nJ . 
[n] 

,struct Movie 

) ) 

) ) 

"<8> 

; n++) 

char *one 

while ( 

) ! 

) ; 
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cout « "Done.\n"; 

return(O); 


(FILE *maltin ratings,struct Movie *pListMovies,
) -

struct Movie Movie; 

char line [MAX LINE LEN]; 

int n, 


Leonard Maltin ratings"; 

reading line at time 

(linefMAX LINE LEN,maltin ratings)) 


if(! (line num%PROGRESS LINES)) 
( 

cout 

) ; 

cerr "parse maltin() falled.\n"; 
return(-l); 

if (movie_rna tch ( (pListMovies [n] ) , ) ) 

pLlstMovies[n] .maltin half stars=Movie.maltin half stars; 
break; 

cout "Done.\n"; 

return(O); 


int struct Movie *pListMovies, 

struct Movie; 

char line [MAX LINE LEN]; 

int n,result; 


computer Info"; 

II reading 1 line at a time 

while (fgets (line, MAX__ LINE_LEN, comp info)) 

(  

if(l(line ) )  

cout « 

line num++; 

if (parse_MV (line, &Movie) <0) 

( 

cerr « () failed.\n"; 
return 

for (n=O;n<num_list_movies;n++) 
( 

(&Movie,&(pLlstMovies[nj)) ) 
(Movie.title,pLlstMovies[n] .tltle)) 

pListMovies[n] .uses computers=l; 

} 


#if(WARNINGS_ON) 
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(n==nuI!'. list 

.\n"; 

4) ) 

"(More]"; 

! \r! ; 

[nJ. 

budget = 

n+1950 « n. 

"\n# Movies 
# 

II llOOO 1029 .2 
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) ; 

+1] ; 

-1] ) 

end 

) ; 

(year) ; 

title. 

) ; 

} 
if( 

( 
II 
II (44 screens) 
II ( 1127 

, ) 

" (\r\n"); 
l\r\n"); 
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if (country) 

{ 


if (*country== ' (' ) 

( 

country++; 

i ff ! s t ricrnp (country, "USA")) 
( 

pMovie->opening_weekend=atol_w_cornrnas(arnount); 

return(O); 

int par se_GR(char *value,struct Mov ie *pMov ie) 
( 
II Examples : 

II GR : $251 ,200,00 0 (Non-USA) (20 December 1998) 

I I GR : $201,573,391 (USA) (6 December 1998) 


II skip whitespace 

while (*value== ' I I*value==' \t')
I 

( 
value++; 


} 

if (*va lue== ' $ , ) 

( 

va lue++; 

char *amount=strtok(value," (\r\n " ) ; 

int amount val=atol w cornrnas(arnount); 

char *country=strtok (0, ") \r\n") ; 

if(country ) 

( 

if (* c ountry==' ( , ) 
( 

country++; 

if( 'stricrnp (country , "USA")) 
( 

if(amount va l >pMovie->domestic gross) 
{ 

pMovie- >dornestic gross=amount_val; 

else if ( 'str icmp (country, "Non-USA") ) 
{ 

If(amount va l >pMovle - >non usa g r oss ) 
{ 

pMov ie- >non u sa gross=amount_ v al; 

r eturn(O); 

int parse genre(char *value, s truct Movie *pMovie ) 

{ 


if ( ' strnicmp (va lue , "Upgraded", 8)) 

( 

return(O); 

c har *genre=strchr (va lue, ' ) , ) ; 

i f ( 'ge nre) 


cout « "parse genre() error; value=" « value « endl; 
return (- l) ; 

genre++; 

*genre='\O'; 

genre++ ; 

parse_MV(value,pMovie); 


II skip white space 

wh i l e (*genre==' 'I I *genre=='\t') 

{ 


genre++; 
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(genre, \r\n") 

n=O;n<NUM 


if( 'stricmp( ) ) 
( 

[n] . flag; 

return(O); 

_maltin(char *value, 


*maltin=strchr '[') ;  
( !maltin) 


return ( ) ; 


.0) 

return(O); 

movie_match(struct Movie 

if(pMoviel->year && 
[ 

return(O); 

(pMoviel->title, ) ) ; 

(char *titlel,char 

title2,"A 

*comma='\O'; 
char 
II , ) 

article++; 

if(title2[O] ! I I 
( 

If(stricmp( ) ) 

*comma=' f ' • 

(0) ; 

else 
( 

) } 
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result=!stricmp(titlel,title2); 

*comma=' , ' ; 

return(result); 


return(O); 

return ( 'str icmp(titlel,title2)); 

long atol w_commas(char *value) 
{ 

II get rid of commas 
int iread,iwrite=O; 
for (iread=O; (value [iread] >=' 0' && value [lread] <=' 9 ' ) 

II value[iread]==' (' ; iread++) 

If (value [ireadJ '=' ( , ) 
( 

value[iwr ite++]=value[iread); 

value[iwrite]='\O' ; 
retur n (atol(valu e )); 

void print_movie (s t r uct Movie *pMovie) 

if (pMovie->title) 
( 

cout « pMovie->title; 

else 

cout « "[No Title]"; 

if (pMovie->budget!=-l) 
( 

cout « " $" « pMovie- >budget; 

if (pMovie->year!=-l) 
{ 

cout « " (" « pMovie->year« ") If; 

floa t round_million dollar amount(long amount) 
{ 
II 67320000 -> 67.32 

return ( ( (float) ( (amount+5000L) /lOOOOL) ) /100.0) ; 

void i ni t_movie(struct Movie *pMovie) 
{ 

pMovie- >b udget=-l; 
pMovie- >yea r=O; 
pMovie->opening weekend=O; 
pMovie->domestic gross=O; 
pMovie->non usa gross=O; 
pMovie- >i mdb rati ng=O; 
pMovie->ebert half stars=255; 
pMovie->maltin half stars=255; 
pMovie->genre flags~O; 
pMovie->uses computers=O; 

Return to the Program Page. 
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Return to the Program Page. 

STATS.HPP 

II Cop yright Matt Streeter, 1999 

#ifndef STATS HPP 
#define STATS HPP 

#include <iostream . h> 
#include <math.h> 

typedef long double stat t ype; 

stat t ype pearson cor r elation(sta t type *pColumn1,stat type *pColumn2, 
int iRows~int& samples); 

stat type multiple correlation(stat type **pColumns,int iColumns,int iRows); 
stat-type partial cor relation (stat type **pColumns,int iCo lumns,int iRows) ; 
sta t -type partial-correlation 3(stat type **pColumns,int iRows); 
stat- type predictIve efficiency(stat-type r); 

#endif 

Return to the Program Page. 
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Return to the Program Page. 

STATS.CPP 

II Copyright Ma tt Streeter, 1999 

#include "stats.hpp" 
#include "gauss.hpp" 

II tbd: use half-defined palrs 
stat type pearson correlation(stat type *pColumn1,stat type *pColumn2, 

- int iRows~int& samples) 

stat_type Ex =O, Ey=O,Ex2=O,Ey2=O,Ex y=O; 
stat_type x,y; 

samp l es=O; 

f o r (int n=O;n<iRows ;n++ ) 
( 

if (pColumn1 [n] !=-1 && pColumn2[n ] !=-1) 
( 

x=pColumnl (n] ; 
y=pColumn2[n]; 
Ex += x ; 
Ey+=y; 
Ex2+=x*x; 
Ey2+=y*y; 
Exy+=x*y; 
samples++; 

if ( , samples) 
( 

cerr « "pearson correlatlon(): No defined pairs' \ n"; 
return(-2) ; 

stat type numerator=(stat type(samples)*Exy-Ex*Ey); 

stat type radicand=(stat type(samples)*Ex2-Ex*Ex ) 


*( sta t type(sample s ) *Ey2-Ey*Ey); 


if (radicand<O ) 
( 

cerr « "pearson correlation( ) : Radi c and < O! \ n"; 
return(-2 ) ; 

stat type denominator=sqrt(radicand ) ; 

if ( 'denomina tor) 
( 

cerr « "pearson correlation( ) : division by zero' \ n"; 
re turn(-2); 

stat type result=numerator/denominator; 

if(result<-1.0 I I r e s ul t >1 .0) 

( 

cerr « "pearson correlation(): result out of range' \ n"; 
return(-2) ; 

return(result) ; 

II last column is "Y" 

stat type multiple correlation(stat type **pColumns,int iColumns,int iRows ) 

{ 


int n,m; 
stat type **pGMatrix=new (stat type*[iColumns) ) ; 

for (n=O;n<iColumns;n++) 

( 

pGMatrix[n)=new stat type[lColumns-1); 
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m lS the row index 

for (m=O;m<iColumns-1;m++) 

{ 


(n r 

n=O,sum_m=O,sum_of products=O; 

if (pColumns [n] [i] ! =-1 && pColumns [m] [i] ! =-1) 
( 

n  
m-value=pColunms [m] [il;  
sum n+=n value; 

sum m+=m value; 


[n] [mj=stat type(defined 
-sum 

-
n*sum 

-
m; 

if (pColumns[iColumns-1] [n] !=-1) 
( 

[n] ; 

stat type Gyy=stat type vals) 


if( 


cerr "multiple correlation(): division by zerol\n"; 

return(-2); 


stat type *pSolutions=new stat type[iColumns-1]; 

for later use 
stat_type[iColumns-1}; 

pI,astGColunm [n] =pGMatrix [n] ; 

GSolve iColumns-1,pSolutions); 

nunlerator+=pSolutions [n] *pLastGColumn [n] ; 

stat type radicand=numerator/Gyy; 


if (radicand<O 


eerr « "multiple eorrelation(): radicand O! \n"; 

return(-2); 


stat type result=sqrt(radicand); 


II to hundredths 

II long(radicand*100.0)) 0; 


II rounding errors 
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.0) 

() : range I \n"; 

n; 

(stat type* l) ; 

[ (n+l) 

..L\....lJ..L\.tillll.JJ iRows); 

} 
pNewColumns 
stat_type ) ; 

Ol\n"; 

))) i 

(radicandl<O.O I I .. 0) 

() : O!\n"; 

type 
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if( 'denominator) 
( 

cerr « "partlal_correla t ion_3() : 
return(-2.0); 

division by zero'\n"; 

return( (rxy-rxz*ryz)/denominator); 

stat 
( 

type predlctlve efflclency(stat type r) 

if ( r <- l.Ollr>l.O) 
( 

cerr « "predictive efficiency(): 
return (O ) ; -

) 
return(l.O-sqrt(l.O- r* r) ); 

r out of range'; r=" « r«"\n"; 

Return to the Program Page. 
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Return to the Program Page. 

GAUSS.HPP 

II Copyright Matt Streeter, 1999 

#ifndef GAUSS HPP 
#define GAUSS HPP 

#inc1ude "stats .hpp" 

#de fi ne ABS (x) (x < 0 - (x) (x) ) 
#define EPS 0.000 01 
#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 

#include <malloc.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <iostream .h> 

int GSolve(stat type **a,int n,stat type *x); 
void Wri tesolutlon(s tat_type **a,int n,stat_type *x); 

#endif 

Return to the Program Page. 
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GAUSS.CPP 

II Copyr ight Matt Streeter, 1 999 

II Most of this code was written by Paul Bourke and i s available at: 
II http://www .rnhri.edu.au/-pdb/o ther / ga usselim/ 

#include " gauss .hpp" 

int GSolve(stat_type **a,int n,stat_type *x) 
{ 


int i,j,k,max row; 

stat type tmp; 


for (i=O; i <n ;i++) 

1* Find the row with the largest first va lue *1  
maxr ow = i; 

for (j=i+1;j<n;j++) ( 


if (ABS (a [il [j l) > ABS (a [il [maxrowl)) 

ma xrow = j; 


1* Swap the maxrow and ith row *1 
for ( k=i;k<n+1;k++) { 


tmp = a [k] [i 1 ; 

a [kl [i] = a [ k ] [maxrow]; 

ark] [maxrowl = tmp ; 


1* Singular matrix ? *1  
if (ABS(a[i] [i ll < EPS) 


{ 


break; 


1* Eliminate the ith element of the jth row *1  
for (j=i+l;j<n;j++) ( 


for (k=n;k>=i;k--) ( 

ark] [ j] -= ark] [i] * ali] [jl I ali] [i ] ; 


1* Do the back sUbstitution *1 
f or (j=n-l;j>=O;j- -) ( 


tmp = 0; 

for (k=j+1;k<n; k++ ) 


tmp += a [k 1 [j] * x ( k] ; 

if (a [j][j] ) 

{ 


x [j 1 = ( a [n J [j 1 - tmp ) I a ( j 1 [j 1 ; 
) 

else 
( 

x [j 1=0; 

return(TRUE ) ; 

Return to the Program Page. 
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Return to the Program Page. 

STATTEST.CPP 

II Copyright Matt Streeter, 1999 

#inc lude <i ostream.h> 

#include "stats .hpp" 

#define TABLE COLUMNS 3 
#define TABLE ROWS 4 

int main () 
{ 

stat type table[TABLE COLUMNS ] [TABLE ROWS ] ={ 
{1,2,3,4}, II Ex=10, E (x " 2)=30, (Ex) " 2=100 
{5,7,6,8}, II Ey=26, E(y"2)=174, (Ey)"2 = 676 
{ll,lO,9,12}, II Ez=42, E(z"2)=446, (Ez)"2=1764 

) ; 
II Exy=6 9, Eyz=275, Exz=106 

I I Pearson's r=(n*Exy-Ex*Ey)/sqrt((n*Ex2-(Ex) "2)*(n*Ey2-(Ey)"2)) 

II Pearson's r X- >Y= (4*69-10*26) / sqrt( (4*30-100)*(4*174-676) ) 

1/ =(16) / sqrt(20*20) =. 8  
II Pearson's r Y->Z=(4*275-26*42)/sqrt( (4*174 - 676)*(4*446- 17 64))  
II =( 8 )/sqrt(20*20) =.4  
II Pearson's r X- >Z =(4*106-10*4 2)/sqrt( (4* 30 -10 0)*( 4*44 6-17 64)) 

II =(4)/sqrt(20*20)=.2 


int n,m; 

for(n=O;n<TABLE COLUMNS ; n++)

( -

cout « "Pear son correlation" « char('X '+n ) « " _>" 
« char('X '+ ((n+1) %3)) « "= "; 

stat type cor relation=pearson correlati on(table[n],table[( n+1 ) %3J, 
- TABLE ROWS); 

if(correlation>-2.0 ) 
{ 

cout « correlati on; 

else 

{ 


cout « "NA"; 

} 

cout « endl ; 


II Rx.yz=sqrt( (rxy" 2+rxz" 2-2*rxy*rx z*ryz) / (1-Ryz " 2) 

II =sqrt((.8 " 2+ . 2"2 - 2* . 8*.2* .4 ) / (1-.4 " 2)  
II =sqrt ( .552 / . 84) =. 8 1 1  
stat type *pMultip leCol umns[3]={table[2],table[ 1] ,table[ O] }; 
cout- « 	 "Multiple correlation Rx.yz=" 

« multiple correlation (pMul tipleColumns , TABLE COLUMNS, TABLE ROWS ) 
« endl; 

II Rxy.z= (rxy-rxz*ryz) / (sqrt(1-rx z"2)*sqrt (1-r yz " 2)) 

II = (.8-.2* .4 ) / (sqrt(1-.2 " 2)*sqrt( 1-.4 " 2)) 

II =(.72)/(sqrt(.96)*sqrt(.84))=.8017837  
II Ryx.z should be identical. 


stat type *pPartlalColumns[ 3] = {table [0],table[1],table[ ~ ]); 

cout « "Partial correlation Rxy.z=" 
« partial correlation(pPartialColumns ,TABLE COLUMNS, TABLE ROWS) 
« endl; - - 

stat type *pPartialColumnsYX[3]={table[1],table[0],table[2]}; 
cout- « 	 "Partial correlation Ryx .z=" 

« partlal co rrelatlon(pPartlalColumnsYX,TABLE COLUMNS, TABLE_ROWS) 
« endl; 

return(O); 
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